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Second bookstore 
to open in April 
Official Stuo.ni Publwilon of Eastarn Kmtu*y University 
, K v. 40478 
By BETTY MALKIN 
New* Editor 
For the first time in five years. 
University students will have the op- 
portunity to compare prices before 
purchasing textbooks next semester. 
The second privately - owned 
bookstore in Kentucky is scheduled to 
open in Richmond in April. Renovation 
has already begun at the old Rozen's 
store off the Eastern By-pass to house 
University Book and Supply. 
The store is owned by University 
Book and Supply Corporation. Mike 
Bentley, former stockholder and 
manager of Wallace's Bookstore which 
closed in Richmond in 1976, is president 
of the corporation. 
The bookstore will carry all textbooks 
used in University classes, many lines 
of related books, office supplies, art and 
engineering supplies, customized 
sportswear and college novelties. 
The building will also have a printing 
shop with a full-time service 
representative. A five-cent per copy 
duplicating machine will also be 
available at the store. 
Bentley said he made the decision to 
form the company after completing 
several market analyses, reading 
recent bookstore - related articles in the 
Eastern Progress, reviewing the profit 
- margin of the University Bookstore 
and speaking to many students who told 
him there is a need for a competitive 
textbook market in Richmond. 
"We have a system of checks and 
balances in this world, but we don't 
have them here," said Bentley, 
referring to the existence of only one 
college bookstore in Richmond. 
"How are students to know if they are 
getting fair prices and service if they 
don't have somewhere to shop and 
compare? And we feel if we can get all 
14.000 students over to our store, we feel 
we can get their business," Bentley 
added. 
Due to the location of the store, 
Bentley said he realizes attracting 
students to his business will not be easy 
at first, but he said he plans to entice 
students into his store by "out mer- 
chandising" the University Bookstore. 
"Right now, the campus bookstore 
has a lock on the market," said Ben- 
tley. "And because the store is in the 
dead center of campus, I'm going to 
have to work harder than them to get 
students'business." 
"They don't have to go that extra 
mile, but I do. With their location, they 
will get more business just by accident, 
than I will get by promotion. So I'm 
going to offer students fast, efficient 
service with the fairest price. And if 
students can find a better game in town 
-let them go to it." 
(See BOOKSTORE .Page 12) 
Does not compute 
It's not quite "Space Invaders" but it's close. Jimmy Kwak 
and Scott Chastain, both sixth graders at Model, played 
computer games on the terminals in the library, (photo by 
Will Mansfield) 
Representative Weinberg discusses 




By ROBIN PATER 
Editor 
George Atkins, state secretary of 
finance, and Dr. Robert Warren, 
director of the state budget, paid a visit 
to campus Tuesday to discuss with 
University President Dr. J.C. Powell 
the past and future impacts that state 
budget cuts have had on higher 
education. 
"There were three things we 
discussed," Powell began. The first, he 
said, was "to raise my concern and that 
of other universities over the fact that 
we took a disproportionate share of this 
year's budget reductions ... and made 
a plea that we be kept in mind for fiscal 
year'82," he said. 
Higher education, Powell explained, 
was cut $30 million this year. But he 
added that the 130 million figure is 
approximately 26 percent of the total 
reduction made in the state's budget, 
although higher education represents 
only about 17 percent of the budget. 
A ISO-million revenue shortfall 
triggered the budget cuts last summer 
andcaused the state to cut $114 million 
from the 1960-81 fiscal year's (2 billion 
budget. 
For the fiscal year 1982, the state is 
expecting to ax nearly 8185 million from 
its general budget. Powell said that, 
between mid-March and the first of 
April, Gov. John Y. Brown is to an- 
nounce the amount of cuts higher 
education will see. 
(See ATKINS' Page 12) 
By BETTY MALKIN 
^_^^Newe Ealtor 
Spfeumg to a group of University 
students Feb. 12, State Representative 
William Weinberg candidly discussed 
what he called the "dirty, nasty, rotten 
game" of politics. 
Weinberg serves the counties of 
Knott, Letcher and Magoffin as the 
State representative for the 92nd 
congressional district. 
A Democrat from Hindman, Wein- 
berg has served two terms in the 
Kentucky House of Representatives. He 
told the assembled students he will not 
seek a third term as state represen- 
tative, but said he is "seriously con- 
sidering" running for Kentucky At- 
torney General in 1973. 
Casually dressed in a plaid sportscoat 
and with a Sherlock Holmes style pipe 
in his mouth, Weinberg spoke in a lazy 
southern drawl about the pros and cons 
of serving in the state legislature. 
Weinberg said the Kentucky 
legislature could be much more ef- 
fective if given the time, money and 
responsibility it deserves. He said, 
"The-people of Kentucky could be 
better served if we (General Assembly) 
had annual sessions so we can give the 
peoples' business the attention it 
deserves." 
Weinberg stated because the 
legislature has too little time to do 
appropriate study to produce effective 
legislation, the Kentucky General 
Assembly often becomes "the closest 
thing to a carnival outside a carnival." 
"There is a carnival atmosphere," 
Weinberg restated, "because there 
comes a point where discussion gets so 
intense one either laughs about it or 
goes insane." 
Weinberg had harsh words for the 
great amount of power given the 
Kentucky Chief Executive. Explained 
Weinberg, "The Governor of Kentucky 
is the closest thing to a dictator we have 
in the United States." 
Weinberg said Governor Brown has 
tried to stay out of legislative decisions, 
but indirectly. Brown has become just 
as involved with promoting his position 
in the legislature as past governors," 
Weinbers added. 
"There have been some differences 
between Governor Brown and other 
Kentucky governors." he explained, 
"but mostly is style - not politics." 
Weinberg placed much of the blame 
for the weaknesses which exist in the 
state legislature in the hands of the 
people and the media. He said society's 
expectations of legislators is too low 
prompting   people   to   ask   represen- 
tatives and senators to do things they 
ought not to do 
Weinberg said this constant pressure 
from constituents gets so great, 
legislators sometimes succumb to it. 
Weinberg also denounced the media 
for its constant snooping and picking. 
The media's uncovering of corruption 
in state government is good. Weinberg 
explained, but the media should not be 
so concerned about the personal lives of 
the legislators, he added. 
Weinberg said there has been some 
corruption in Frankfort for decades, 
but now, he said, that corruption is 
intensified by the media who harps on 
something and then won't let go of it. 
"I've been in politics since I was 17 
years old," Weinberg stated. "And I 
knew then that it can be a dirty, nasty 
rotten game." 
Illustrating that point. Weinberg said 
getting bills passed through the 
legislature, even good bills, is hard to 
do if one doesn't play the right games. 
"That's not necessarily good," said 
Weinberg. "but that's the way It is." 
Weinberg stressed the importance of 
building personal relationships with 
other legislators in order to gain their 
friendship, respect and finally, their 
votes. 
Weinberg explained he has had to pay 
a price for his stint as a state legislator, 
explaining it is difficult to make any 
money in politics -- even if one is a 
crooked politician. 
"If you go into politics for money, 
you're a fool." stated Weinberg "If you 
want to steal, go inlo business." 
Weinberg also complained about the 
little time available to spend with 
family and the lack of privacy given to 
politicians by the media Weinberg 
reiterated. "There is no logical answer 
why people go into politics, excepi 
well, there is no logical answer " 
Weinberg said the General Assembly 
could be more effective if legislators 
were given more money thus drawing 
better people into state government He 
also advocated more staff personnel for 
congressmen, a better information 
system among legislators, better 
facilities and annual sessions of the 
General Assembly. 
Despite Weinberg's criticisms of the 
Kentucky political process, he also had 
some encouragement ' for those in- 
terested in a career in state govern- 
ment. He said. "As a legislator, you are 
in a position to make a difference." 
(See WEINBERG. Page 3) 
Periscope 
Sporti editor Steve 
Thomas explain* the 
complex sporf of Hall 
Ball In his column on 
Page 8 of today's issue. 







By STEVE MELLON 
Features Kditor 
Those at the Division of Public Safety 
know that feelings of animosity from 
students exist; the officers writing the 
tickets know, the women at the 
division's office counter know and the 
director of the division, Tom Lindquist, 
knows 
Lindquist responded to recent 
publicity, such as editorial cartoons 
and stories, which have displayed these 
feelings. 
"Many times people draw per- 
ceptions from what they read," he said. 
"If what they read is misleading, then 
they may draw invalid conclusions." 
Lindquist said that the publicity may 
have an affect on the officers who write 
the tickets. 
"If they (the officers) feel that they 
Meal proposals 
passed by boards 
aren't getting a fair shake. I think it can 
affect their perceptions, of the college 
community." 
Lindquist also said that writing 
tickets was only a small part of the 
division's job. 
He cited dorm safety, transportation 
and patrol services as other areas of the 
division's responsibility. 
"Most of the people involved in public 
safety are not involved in parking 
enforcement," Lindquist said. 
There are two full-time officers 
assigned to parking enforcement. One 
of those is Don Pillow. 
Pillow said he agrees with Lin 
dquist's assessment that writing tickets 
is only a small part of the divisions job. 
He responded to an editorial cartoon 
in last week's Progress. 
(See PUBLIC SAFETY, Page 12) 
By BETTY MALKIN 
News Editor 
In response to an in-depth study of the 
University's meal plans conducted by 
the Food Service Subcommittee of the 
Student Association and Men's In 
terdormitory Board, both men's and 
women's interdorms passed two meal- 
plan related proposals Tuesday. 
The two proposals were placed in the 
board members' hands as part of a 19- 
page report. Included in the report was 
the results of several meal plan surveys 
conducted here at the University and at 
other universities, along with the two 
proposals and several recom- 
mendations for improving various 
aspects of the meal plans. 
The first proposal requests the ad- 
ministration to research the feasibility 
of operating an additional cafeteria in 
order to meet the increasing sudent 
demand for the board plan 
According to Food Service Director 
Larry Martin, the proposal states, an 
estimated 700 to 1000 students were 
denied access to the board plan each 
semester for the past two semesters. 
Also, the proposal said, according to 
the Dean of Admissions, the most 
frequent complaint freshmen students 
relate to their high school guidance 
counselors is their inability to get on a 
board plan. 
The proposal refers to a lifestyle 
survey conducted by men's and 
women's interdorms in which about 10 
percent of the dormitory residents not 
on the board plan said they would like to 
be. 
The second proposal passed by the 
two boards requests that a two meals 
per day, seven days per week meal | 
be  implemented  at  Martin 
l plan 
Hall  in 
addition to the current plan. 
Included in the proposal are statistics 
collected from meal plan surveys 
conducted in 1979 and 1980. About 70 
percent of the students surveyed in 
Martin Hall in the fall of 1979 were in 
favor of the 14 meals per week meal 
plan, while 46 percent of Martin Hall 
students in the fall of 1980 indicated a 
desire for this plan, the proposal said. 
Also, the proposal stated that Martin 
said a 14 meals per week plan is 
economically feasible. 
The Food Service Subcommittee also 
recommended the administration 
should no longer consider im- 
plementation of a mandatory board 
plan for all students due to the fact that 
a board plan is "certainly not for 
everyone.' 
According to the interdormitory 
boards' life style survey, over 67 per- 
cent of the students who reside in dorms 
have no interest In being on the board 
plan, the recommendation stated. 
Other recommendations submitted 
by the food service committee included 
a desire for metal silverware instead of 
plastic, improvement of salads with the 
possible addition of salad bars, more 
fresh fruit offered, increased main dish 
servings, more varity in cooking styles 
and the implementation of a two meals 
per day, seven days per week meal plan 
at Clay Hall Cafeteria 
The three proposals passed by the 
two interdormitory boards will be 
placed before the University Student 
Association for approval Tuesday. 
The Food Service Subcommittee 
report has already been submitted to 




Debra Bisping and Lynn Henrickson are two of the dollies that will be per- 
forming in "The Blue Kangaroo." The children's musical is based on "The 
Velveteen Rabbit." University students can see the musical on Friday, Feb. 27 
at 7 30 p.m in Gifford Theater. (photo by CoanieLangley) 
Shorter semester 
proposed by SA 
By BETTY MALKIN 
News Editor 
The University Student Association passed a proposal 
Tuesday evening recommending the 1981 spring semester be 
shortened three days in order to equalize the number of days 
in the fall semester. 
The proposal stated a balance in the number of days bet- 
ween the two semesters lends more "instructional stability" 
to the classroom. 
The proposal also pointed out that Dr. John Rowlett, vice 
president for academic affairs, could give no reason for the 
extended spring semester other than it has always been that 
way and that professors must teach three more days this 
semester for the same pay as last semester. 
Suggested in the proposal was to shorten the semester 
either by lengthening spring break, lengthening Easter 
break or cutting three days off the end of the academic 
calendar. 
The proposal was drawn up after an advertisement which 
appeared in the Eastern Progress drew a heavy response. 
About 2,230 students responded to the advertisement by 
signing their names to petitions requesting an extended 
spring break. 
The advertisement was paid for by the Committee to 
Preserve Instructional Stability. This committee is not a part 
of the Student Association. 
A second proposal passed by the senators calls for all 
students who are On social probation or undated suspension 
be allowed to hold campus offices. Currently, these students 
are banned from holding an office in all campus 
organizations except religious organizations, according to 
provisions in the University Handbook. 
The proposal states, "... to deny a student the chance to 
hold office in a university organization is denying the 
university the benefit of that person's talents. This provision 
(in the University Handbook) does not affect a student who 
takes no interest in what goes on around him, it only hurts the 
person who chooses to stand above the crowd and attempt to 
assumes leadership position." 
"Students who are capable of being chosen by their peers 
for leadership positions should have the opportunity to serve, 
despite a mistake in then- past'' 
The proposal said disciplinary cases should not be designed 
just as punishment, but should be rehabilitating aa well. 
' ' 
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Tuition fee would 
aid infirmary 
Unfortunately,    the    University Right now, funding for the in- 
Higher Ed to suffer at Reagan's hands 
At any time now, the Reagan 
administration will be cutting into 
the pipeline that feeds federal 
monies to institutions of higher 
education. 
Reagan will present to Congress 
his budget proposal, which will 
bring reductions in financial aid to 
middle-income students, phase-out 
federal aid for loans thai poor 
students receive and ditch former 
President Jimmy Carter's proposal 
for increased spending in the areas 
of scientific research and education, 
according (o an article in the Feb. 
17 edition of the Chronicle OH 
Higher Education. 
The President's budgei plan will 
make Carter's guaranteed loan 
program    do   a   complete   turn- 
Letters 
around. Reagan's plan iniends to 
reduce the cost of the guaranteeed 
loan program by SI38 million in the 
fiscal year 1981 and by S878 million 
in the fiscal year 1982. 
Additionally, ihe plan calls for 
loan awards to be based on the 
siudem's financial needs, which will 
greatly lower the number of 
students who received the loans in 
the past. 
Other cuts Reagan's budget 
proposes are for the cutting off of 
social security benefits for college 
students, imposing a two-year 
moratorium on new National 
Health Service Corps, scholarships 
restricting eligibility for Pell Grams 
(formerly called Basic Educational 
Opportunity Granls) lo students 
having parents who earn less than 
$25.000 a year. 
Reagan's plan would lower the 
maximum award for Pell Grants set 
Tor SI. 750 to SI. 250. 
If Social Security benefits to 
studenis are halted, aboui 800.000 
sons and daughiers of retired, 
disabled or deceased workers will 
lose paymenis in a range of S20 to 
$700 a month-money that they 
depend on to get (hem through 
school. 
The nation's future stability rests 
on higher education. 
Rep. Carl D. Perkins of Ken- 
lucky, who serves as chairman of 
ihe Committee on Education and 
labor, has recognized that college 
students should not be the guinea 
pigs for Reagan's all-out budgei 
slashing. 
Last week, according to the 
Chronicle, Perkins called Tor a 
nationwide lobbying campaign in 
order to maintain federal aid for 
college students. 
Bui if Reagan's plan gains 
Congress' approval, studenis are 
going to have great difficulties 
coming up with the money to meei 
ihe rising cost of higher education. 
The President's overall budget- 
trimming to help reduce inflation 
and cut unemployment in the 
nation shouldn'i make education 
the one institution that has to suffer 
most. 
Health Services is not immune 
from today's increasing costs of 
medication, supplies and employing 
a staff of doctors and nurses. 
Instead, the aches of rising costs 
and a reduction of funds have been 
ailing the infirmary-and the already 
suffering state budget won't be able 
to fill the prescription necessary to 
make the health service self- 
supporting. 
While the services have been free 
to students in the past, students will 
soon have to become the healers of 
this problem, which has also 
plagued other state universities. 
In fact. Western Kentucky 
University resorted to using the 
system of a $3-per-visit charge and 
has been doing so for several years. 
Also, both Morchead and Murray 
State universities are heading 
toward the same-instituting some 
sort of fee system to help offset the 
cost of keeping a health service 
running in the red. 
Currently, our Health Services 
arc looking at implementing either a 
$3 or $4-per-visii charge, plus 
charging extra for medication, or a 
per-semester flat fee. 
If the per-visit charge goes into 
effect, Dr. Thomas Myers, vice 
president for Student Affairs, said 
thai some sort of billing system may 
be used, in order that students 
seeking medical help from the in- 
firmary would not be discouraged 
by having to pay first. 
The infirmary budget keeps 
increasing each year, just as the 
costs of drugs, four full-time 
physicians, one part-lime 
psychiatrist, four full-time nurses 
and five part-time nurses have 
grown tremendously. 
But, additional money for the 
operation of the health service has 
to come from somewhere or 
someone. 
firmary comes from the General 
Fund of the University, to which 
tuition goes, according to Doug 
Whitlock, executive assistant to the 
president.. 
However, there is no specific 
amount from a student's tuition fee 
that is earmarked for ihe Student 
Health Services. The only specific 
fee's included in tuition are for 
registration and student activity 
fees. 
A system of charging per visit 
would certainly keep students from 
turning to the infirmary for medical 
care. And a billing system-of 
paying after the care has been 
administered—would be more 
■ rouble than it's worth. 
Trying to track down and collect 
delinquent bills would create a lot of 
red tape and much paper work. 
Such a billing system might even 
defeat the entire purpose of trying 
to raise funds for the infirmary by 
leading its operation in the black. 
A much more workable system 
would be including a fee each 
semester in tuitions, specifically 
designated for the Health Services. 
Financial aid would cover this 
cost for those students who are the 
ones least able to pay. 
Some may argue thai only ihose 
studenis who use the infirmary 
should have to pay. But, just as 
citizens pay taxes that go to the 
schools-even if they have no 
children in school-or taxes ihai 
fund police and fire protection- 
alt hough they may never have a fire 
in their home-these arc services thai 
are provided...they're there if'we 
need to use them. 
Paying a one-time fee at the start 
of each semester could keep a 
service operating. The Health 
Service, after all, is a service that is 
provided for all studcnis-it's there 
just in case we ever need to use it. r 
Time for a change 
To the Editor. 
I am writing this letter about Eastern 
Kentucky University's basketball 
team, namely the head coach. 
Our fans are sick and tired of suf- 
fering through two lackluster and 
pitiful years of basketball in a row. I 
think that changes are called for and 
the best place to start is at the top with 
Ed Byhre. 
In the two basketball seasons that I 
have been here, Ed has done nothing 
with the team to inspire them or to get 
the most out of them. Maybe the alumni 
and our Athletic Director Donald 
Combs are happy with the job he has 
been doing, but the students certainly 
aren't. 
I saw a lot of people with bags over 
their heads at Eastern's games and I 
know some people who were carrying 
around "Let's Fire Byhre" signs at the 
games. As a matter of fact, I read in the 
Progress last semester that Byhre said 
that he didn't know what the basketball 
team was going to do next. If the head 
coach doesn't know, then who does? 
I personally believe that either Max 
Good. or Bobby Washington would 
make an excellent head coach for the 
team. They are the ones who yell at the 
players and get the team motivated. 
Ed absolutely does not know how to 
handle the team or himself. I think that 
it's obvious to the fans that Max and 
Bobby are the only two people who 
really get on the team. 
I wasn't here two years ago, but I 
know that Eastern had a good and 
exciting team. This year, the Colonels 
didn't seem like a well-disciplined and 
cohesive team. I'm not blaming the 
players .because everybody tried hard. 
It's Just so hard to win when you have 
a coach who doesn't give the team any 
cohesiveness. 
Eastern also needs somebody who 
can recruit good talent from around the 
Midwest and Southeast instead of 
junior college rejects and local high 
school players. 
The talent is definitely out there and 
the Colonels should try to get it. Doesn't 
Byhre know how to recruit regionally 
instead of just around junior col leges ? 
I must reiterate the fact that the 
players are not to blame. I should think 
that   the   pride   of   past   glories   in 
basketball and in the University would 
help the athletic department to un- 
derstand better the fact that we have 
had two successive years of 15 wins and 
under. 
Ed Byhre does not have the 
ingredients it takes to turn the 
basketball program back into a winner. 
Byhre is supposed to be the leader of 
the team and since he has not, the team 
hasn't followed. 
As a matter of fact. I sincerely en 
courge the Progress to ask students in 
their People Poll whether they think 
Byhre should be fired before next 
basketball season. 
I am very concerned and involved in 
this University and I don't want to have 
to suffer through another below par 
season. I have a lot of pride in this 
University, so it hurts me to see than an 
incapable coach is guiding the team. 
I believe that Ed Byhre should not be 
allowed to return as head coach next 




To Ihe Editor. 
I am writing this letter concerning 
weekends here at Eastern Kentucky 
University--! consider myself an 
authority on weekends here at the 
University because I have only been 
home for Thanksgiving and Christmas 
break in both years I have been going 
here. 
One of the things which amazes me is 
the fact that everything shuts down 
here on weekends. I'm sure that a 
school administrator would say 
"Everybody goes home on weekends, 
so why Should all the activities and 
buildings be kept open. We would only 
be wasting electricity ." 
Well, not everyone goes home on 
weekends and this University is sup- 
posed to provide opportunities for us. 
but it really doesn't. 
I personally enjoy weekends down 
here because I can always find things to 
do either with my friends or just by 
myself. I, however, believe that it is the 
University's responsibility to keep, 
places such as the Powell Building, 
Weaver and Begiey gyms, the Library, 
etc., open all weekend long for every 
weekend. 
I'm afraid that the next action that 
the University will take will be to close 
down every dorm for each weekend. 
Why can't Eastern ever think of the 
people who do stay here on weekends? 
The University only offers us three 
choices: A. to go to the late show and 
midnight movies; B. to watch 
Eastern's basketball lose another 
game; or C. to find something other 
than the aforementioned ideas. The 
films at the University are good, the 
basketball team is bad and neither one 
lasts all weekend long. 
For example, one of my friends and I 
went over to the Powell Building on the 
Saturday night of the Presidents' Day 
weekend. We found that the main level 
to the building was open, but the 
bottom level was closed. 
Needless to say, we didn't hang 
around there for very long. The 
racquetball courts over at Begiey were 
also closed down so that no one could 
play over that same weekend. 
I don't understand why everything 
closes down on weekends and I believe 
that we, the students, not only deserve 
all the answers but a lot of action on the 
part of the University. 
Don't get me wrong. I think that 
Eastern is a very enjoyable place in 
which to live, but I also wish that the 
University would remember the people 
like myself who stay here every 
weekend. 
I'm really appalled by the fact that 
the University makes us live in 'a 
jungle, that is, trying to get out of 
ourselves without any help. 
The University would also gain 
economically because if everything 
were to remain open and they were to 
provide us with things to do, more 
people would spend more money on 
more events and more activities than 
now. 
More people would eat at Martin and 
Clay on the weekends; more people 
would go to see the movies, etc. The 
University honestly closes its doors at 4 
p.m. every Friday and doesn't open 
them up until 8 a.m. Monday. 
I think that the University is actually 
losing money because it refuses to keep 
its doors open for sevesritays a week 
In summarizing, I believe that one of 
the University's responsibilities is to 
make certain that people have the 
opportunities to do things for seven 
days a week. 
I think that it is utterly ludicrous for 
the University to shut itself down from 
Friday afternoon until Monday mor 
"^ RobSchawann 
Any students or faculty Inter- 
ested in writing guest opinions, 
should contact the Editor by call- 
ing 622-3106. 
We welcome your opinions 
sbout anything campus-related 
or nationally oriented.   Express 
your opinion on the new Reagan 
administration or tell us about 
some aspect of the University you 
like or dislike. 
Letters sre also welcomed. But 
keep in mind the letters should 
be typed and should be no more 
than 400 words long. 
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The last straw 
Marklta Sh.lb*r*« 
Budget cuts have taken their toll 
on all higher education in Kentucky, 
but they seem to be just the straw 
that is going to break the camel's 
back at Morchead State University 
in Morchead. 
The school is seeing an overflow 
of hard limes and most of them 
seem to be resulting from the cut of 
SI.4 million from the budget of a 
rather small school of ap- 
proximately 7,300 students. 
There seems to be a fear 
prevailing on the campus that 
further budget cuts that are im- 
minent this coming year will push 
the university over the brink. 
Other universities in the state, 
including our own, should also take 
note of the problems at Morchead. 
The series of seemingly unrelated 
incidents'that are culminating in a 
year of disorder and discord began 
in August when a state attorney 
general's report identified five 
points where the use of property and 
employees of the university were 
reportedly used to improve private 
property belonging to President 
Morris Norfleet and Vice President 
John Graham. 
Although, according to an article 
by the Lexington Herald's Jim 
Warren, the president denies any 
wrongdoing on his part, he and 
Graham later gave the university 
$800 to cover the incident. 
In a shocking and confusing 
incident in November, Dean of 
Students Larry Wayne Stephenson 
was arrested and later indicted for. 
shoplifting. 
Even more confusing is the fact 
that he was supposedly stealing a 
saw blade and a can of varnish from 
the local Roses store. 
Needless to say, Stephenson is 
now at a new position as staff 
assistant in the Bureau of Student 
Affairs. 
In an event that has seen much 
discussion in the sports world, Jan. 
I found Coach Mickey Wells of the 
Morchead women's basketball team 
punching out a referee in Lexington 
as the Eagles faced the University of 
Kentucky Lady Kats. 
The fact that Norfleet only 
suspended Wells for six games and 
put him on probation is now raising 
some questions as to the capable 
leadership of the president in light 
of all the current problems of ihe 
university. 
Finally, on Feb. 4, William 
Bradford, the associate director of 
admissions, resigned at the school's 
request. According to the Herald, ii 
was because of what the university 
termed "improper use of his of- 
fice." 
The feeling of apprehension and 
worry is enhanced by the electrical 
shortage due to the explosion and 
fire in the campus distribution 
house during the Christmas break. 
It takes a strong leader to survive 
and pull an institution to the top of 
such a pool of quicksand. 
The problems that Morchead is 
experiencing cannot be wholly 
blamed on Norfleet but a distinct 
lack of a firm hand in dealing with 
the problems has done nothing to 
better the situation. 
It could happen at any of the 
other Kentucky schools, including 
our University. 
With budget cuts that have put 
fear in the hearts of administrators, 
faculty and students, a university 
must jbe lead by a strong president 
with intelligence, discretion and a 
bit of an iron glove. 
News/Featuves 
Freshmen welcomed 
by faculty, staff 
By JANET MARTIN 
Staff Wrkrr 
Ellendah* Hall is not only the home 
for the counting center on campus, 
but it is also the home of a new project 
involving college freshmen. 
The project involves phoning 
freshmen who have not yet acquired 
college hours and expressing interest 
and concern about them. 
Virginia Menifee is the founder of this 
project which is in its first year. 
Menifee said that she first tried to 
organize this project during the spring 
semester of 1980, but failed when she 
couldn't get enough volunteers to assist 
her. 
She was, however, able to get the 
volunteers necessary to begin the 
project this past fall. 
The volunteers consist of faculty and 
staff members here on campus. Each 
are given a list of students' names to 
call. When they call they identify 
themselves and inquire as to how the 
People Pell 
By LINDA ASBERRY 
Staff Writer 
What do you think of the budget cuts in education 
that the Reagan administration is proposing? 
Juator. 
student is doing in his or her classes. 
Some of the volunteers even take the 
students out for a Coke at the grig. 
Menifee said that the purpose of this 
project is to help those freshmen who 
feel lonely or depressed to feel that 
there is someone out there who cares 
how they are doing. 
She Mid that most students were 
surprised and glad to get the phone 
calls. 
Although all the freshmen have not 
yet been called. Menifee said that she 
hopes to have all of them notified 
sometime In the near future 
She said that if you are an Incoming 
freshmen who has not been called, don't 
take it personally because you may 
have been out when the call was made. 
This project is on a trial basis. 
Menifee said she is not sure if it will be 
continued next year. She said whether 
it is continued or not depends on the 
number of volunteers she can get as 





Students look on as Emmitt Holtsclaw of Village Florist 
explains some of the finer points on arranging flowers. 
Holtzclaw held a flower arrangement class in Case Hall 
Tuesday night, (photoby Cosmic Laagtey) 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
Weinberg said his three main 
priorities after his election to the 
legislature have been accomplished to 
a certain degree. Those priorities were 
to bring more of the money made off 
coal back to the coal counties, to tighten 
the absentee vote bill so as to control 
vote fraud and to catch the attention of 
technical and professional schools to 
create interest in rural students. 
Weinberg praised the "club at- 
mosphere" in the Kentucky General 
Assembly. "A certain rapport develops 
between members of the House," 
Weinberg explained. "You don't put 
another person on the spot if it might be 
damaging to him with the folks back 
home." 
When asked if he votes by his con- 
stituents wishes or by his conscience. 
Weinberg answered he listens to his 
constituents and then votes his con- 
science. 
"I don't think I'm a computer to 
register what my people want and then 
vote that way," Weinberg explained. 
"There are matters that come up where 
my personal views outweigh those of 
my constituents." 
Reporter says 
Paula     Abies.     Manchester, 
medical assisting 
"I think he should cut out some of the 
welfare that is going to people that 
should be working. As for the students, 
he should leave that alone. He shouldn't 
be giving out money to people that don't 
need it. I don't think college tuition 
should increase. We pay enough now." 
Dave    Dailey.    Louisville.    Junior. 
physical education 
"I applied for a student loan and they 
are so easy to get. I know a tot of people 
who get loans for $2,500 a semester and 
invest a thousand of it into their 
parents' business or don't pay it back. I 
think it's batter that he's making it 
tougher. Students in Kentucky should 
feel lucky - in Ohio and Indiana it costs 
a fortune to go to school. It's cheaper 
for people to pay out-of-state tuition 
rather than go to school in Ohio." 
Leslie    Kankle,    Springfield.    Ohio. 
senior, elementary education 
"I think on the whole, it's about the 
only alternative the country has right 
now to straighten the economy out now. 
I hate to see education getting slighted 
because it has been going down hill the 
past few years. With the tax cuts and 
the budgeting, I think tuition increase is 
the only way to make up for the tax 
cuts." 
Betty Jo Singleton. Louisville, junior, 
nursing 
"A lot of people in smaller rural 
communities and smaller schools come 
on loans and grants. That will affect 
people a lot. I disagree with it. People in 
college now are going to be in charge of 
education and the professions later on." 
Fred Duff. Somerset, junior, marketing 
"I think that is the worst thing he 
could do for the students right now. 
There are so many people getting 
federal aid that are really smart but 
tow on funds. They might want to make 
something of themselves but they can't 
do it without the grants. With the way 
inflation is anymore, school tuition 
might as well go up." 
Annette Cooksey. Mt. Sterling, senior. 
nursing 
"I don't agree with it because it will 
cut down on the number of students 
being able to get an education who 
really want it. I think there are other 
areas where he could cut back besides 
this." 
Tim Schipske. South New Jersey. 
sophomore, police administration 
"Basically, I feel the budget cuts and 
the increase in tuition will directly 
affect the enrollment at universities 
across the nation. Furthermore, the 
cuts will make a lot of hard-working, 
good students drop out of school and 
then where will the new generation 
be?" 
Karen Logan. Louisville, sophomore, 
nursing 
"I disagree with the cuts. The 
education majors won't be able to find 
jobs because there won't be enough 
money in the school systems. 
Education is the most important thing. 
Seems like you could cut something 
else." 
Brian     Lannon.     Louisville,     junior. 
English 
"I was disappointed to hear that 
Reagan was going to cut the loans out 
because I was thinking about looking 
into it this year. But I won't let it 
discourage me. I don't think tuition 
should be raised. Each school should 
have the option of deciding for them- 
selves whether to increase tuition. 1 
don't think the government should say 
who should increase their tuition and 
who shouldn't." 
Many students missed exciting 
Valentine's Day weekend on campus 
Editor's note: Since many students      reP°*Ser.8U8eteJ0u!,J[;   ! "Just  a  beer,"  said  the  student-      Cocanougher, the ifffiuiiger, was t  
left  school this  past weekend,  the 
following was written as an update on 
the   fascinating   events    which   the 
students missedduring their absence. 
By STEVE MELLON 
Features Editor 
Angered and feeling betrayed, a tone 
University student-reporter set out to 
find   out   why   his   classmates   and 
comrades   had  left   him   facing   St 
Valentine's Day atone. 
He had to find out why the majority of 
the students had packed up and left the 
campus for the three-day weekend 
Washington's Birthday had provided. 
The fault, he thought, could be found 
in the student's favorite oasis - the 
downtown Richmond pubs. 
Hands in his pockets and kicking 
rocks as he walked, the student- 
reporter thought that maybe the pubs 
had neglected the needs of the students 
on St. Valentine's Day; maybe they 
hadn't offered the students the proper 
incentive to stay on campus. 
He wandered into the Phone 3 Pub 
and asked the bartender, Robert Mudd, 
if the place was offering any special 
drinks for the holiday. 
"I don't know," said Mudd. "If I 
didn't have this band I might." 
The student-reporter then asked 
Mudd if he recommended any drink for 
St. Valentine's Day. 
"Bloody Mary? I don't know," he 
responded,   looking   at   the   student- 
port r suspii 
r'OK," said the student-reporter. 
Later he walked next door to T 
Bombadil's and asked Rhonda Lewis, 
the lady behind the bar, if the place 
offered any special drinks for the 
holiday. 
"I thought a lot about serving special 
drinks, "shesaid. 
"But since the students are gone, I 
don't think anybody is running any 
specials." 
Lewis added that if T Bombadil's did 
run any special, it would be a drink no 
other bar in Richmond offered and 
whose colors would fit the holiday. 
She suggested a "Singapore Sling" as 
a possibility. 
"OK." said the student-reporter. 
Lewis then said that the crowds in the 
pub had been bigger than she expected 
She attributed the crowd size to the- 
band  playing  at  T   Bombadil's  that 
night. 
Later the student-reporter traveled to 
the 1890s Saloon, next toT Bombadil's. 
He dragged his feet and swayed 
slightly ashe walked down the empty 
street. 
Russ Morgan who was behind the bar 
said that the 1890's wasn't running any 
specials except for Saturday night's 
"happy hour.' 
"Woocha recommend anythin'?" 
asked the student-reporter. 
"What do you want?" responded 
Moroan. 
Paul McCartney talks about the 
Beatles in next week's Progress. 
Sea story by Randy Patrick on 
the arts pages. 
reporter. 
Morgan explained that, despite the 
fact that many University students had 
left the campus, the 1890's Saloon was 
crowded Friday night - the night before 
St. Valentine's Day. 
The student-reporter sat at the edge 
of the bar, stared at the rotating ceiling 
fans and drank beer; he was becoming 
hypnotized, he thought. 
A few minutes later, Morgan set a 
bottle of whiskey on the bar and a man 
at the bar howled,' 'Ooooowwwlll!" 
Life shot back into the student 
reporter's brain; he remembered the 
flowers he left sitting in his car. They 
were for his girlfriend and they must be 
wilting, he thought 
The student-reporter pushed himself 
away from the bar, headed towards the 
door and staggered down the street. 
He was hoping he wouldn't get 
arrested and thrown in jail because it 
would be cold that ngiht. 
He tried to enter J Suiter's Mill 
nightclub, but either the door was 
locked or he grabbed the wrong handle, 
he didn't know which because he saw 
two doors and he didn't know which one 
was real. 
He finally gave up his efforts and 
headed across the street to O'Riley's 
Pub. 
After nearly getting run over by 
several cars, he walked in. The place 
was    empty    and    lighted;    Mark 
The Doctor's Bag 
Weary 
bones 
€•■•• Ray Mend M.D.    »is-»8i 
sole person in the pub. 
The student-reporter asked if 
O'Riley's was serving anything special 
for Valentine's Day. 
"We've had it in the past," said 
Cocanougher, "but people were kind of 
burnt out on it." 
However, O'Riley's customers 
weren't left out in the cold on the lover's 
holiday - girls would be given car- 
nations at the door and every tenth 
person would get in free of charge, said 
Cocanougher. 
The student-reporter then asked if the 
pub was suffering a loss of business as a 
result of school being let out and the 
students heading home. 
"Not tremendously," the manager 
said, "but it's not like it was when 
school was in." 
O'Riley's had a "good local crowd," 
he said. 
The student-reporter, fearing 
halucinations, didn't ask the manger if 
he recommended a drink. Besides the 
place wasn't even opened yet. 
Instead, the student-reporter drove 
carefully back to the dorm and parked 
haphazardly in the spacious parking tot 
- there were no other cars to collide 
with. 
He then poured water over the wilted 
flowers and gave them to his girlfriend 
who fell asleep. 
But he did hear that there was an 
exciting party... somewhere. 
Editor's note: Dr. Raymond's death 
on Jan. 24 ended Ms weekly column 
contributions to the Progress; 
however this column, first run m the 
April 5, 1979 Issue of the Progress, 
b repeated as a special tribute to 
him, one whose legacy of caring 
lives on. 
Dirt cheap 
SL^SSUL.?. Miry Lfjersea 
College has made no a penny- 
pinching Scrooge. I admit ii, I'm a 
tightwad, miser, cheap, whatever 
you might call J person who 
compares the leng;h, quantity and 
price of french fries. But I have an 
excuse. I'm a college student. 
I didn't used to be like this. I used 
to go into a restaurant and order 
what I wanted to eat -- not what my 
pocketbook wanted. I also didn't 
automatically look at the right side 
of the menu or have a pre- 
determined question for the waitress 
--"What's the special?" 
But I've learned some tricks to 
save some bucks and fool a lot of 
people in the meantime. 
For instance, I haven't ordered a 
Coke or Sprite since my parents 
footed the bill. I now order water. I 
don't feel embarasscd or con- 
scientious about ordering H20 
because I fool everyone by letting 
them think I'm watching my weight, 
while I'm drooling over their 50- 
ceni Cokes and Sprites. 
I also use the excuse thai "Mom 
always made me clean my plate," as 
to why I'm licking the last crumb 
from my chicken dinner. I just want 
my money's worth. Who cares if I 
have to unbutton my pants because 
I'm to full. Shoot, I probably won't 
go out to eat for a couple of days, so 
I might as well stock up now, I 
rationalize. 
Most students on campus study 
their textbooks — chemistry, 
English, etc. Not I. I study the 
newspaper . . . that is, the ads, 
looking for coupons. Karl Maiden 
says, "Never leave home without 
your American Express Card." I 
say "Never leave home without 
your coupons." 
For the last three years, I've lied 
and said I like the taste of beer. 
Truthfully? I can't stand it, but I 
sure like its price. I refuse to buy a 
delicious strawberry daiquiri when a 
Miller Lite is 75 cents cheaper. Let's 
be practical. 
Why do I go to the "Dog?" It's 
not because I love the decor, the 
potent d(inks or atmosphere but 
because of the cover charge. There 
is none. 
Given a choice between "Suiters" 
($1 cover charge) or the "Dog," I 
usually go to the "Dog." If not, I 
make sure I drink before going 
downtown or I try to sneak a six- 
pack into my purse. It's pretty hard 
Fitting six beers into a monogram 
clutch purse, though. 
I must also confess that I really 
don't like to shop. The hours and 
days I spend shopping for a dress is 
because I'm making sure Penncy's, 
Brooks, or The Limited doesn't 
have the same dress for a cheaper 
price. By the time I've bought that 
dress, I know precisely what is on 
every rack, how much it costs and 
where to find the matching scarf in 
every store. 
When I go home and my mom or 
sister gives me a disdainful look 
when I put on my worn-out Levi's 
(or Calvin Klein's) to go to a five- 
star restaurant, I just tell them that 
I've grown attached to my jeans 
(actually they've grown attached to 
me), and that they're comfortable. I 
can't afford to buy a new pair -- I'm 
a college st udenj_. 
And God forbid if I get sick. I'd 
rather sniffle and blow my nose off 
than pay for medications, doctor's 
visits and more. 
I also confess a little white lie I 
tell concerning the reason I jog. I 
tell everyone, "1 love it, it's in- 
vigorating, good exercise, etc. The 
truth is it's relatively free (that's 
after I've bought my $30 running 
shoe*, and S50 sweatsuit). 
such a cheap person, that I'll 
nevef^madc long-distance calls 
before 11 p.m. One time I called 
home at 7 p.m. and my dad an- 
swered the phone with a frantic 
"What's wrong? Who's sick?" 
Yes, I'm cheap, but I'm not so 
bad that I won't buy an envelope for 
my Valentine and wrap and tape it 
up with yellow notebook paper, as 
one guy I know did. 
Now, that's cheap. 
Are you fatigued, weary, "all 
in?" Always, often, rarely, never ? 
With rare exceptions such as 
Thomas Edison and Theodore 
Roosevelt, these are concerns of 
every one of us. Fatigue will never 
leave (his world, so it's worth a bit 
of attention. 
Like its cousin pain, fatigue in 
small doses is a protection. It keeps 
us from burning out our tran- 
smissions and it warns us that we are 
becoming inefficient. Who wants a 
heart operation with a tired surgeon 
or a (light with a tired pilot? 
Perhaps the most basic and 
certainly the first medical question 
to ask about fatigue, therefore, is 
whether it has crossed the boundary 
of normal. Fatigue at exam lime is 
more normal than it is when you've 
slept late. 
. Even then, the cause of abnormal 
fatigue can vary from mild 
psychological stress, such as worry, 
up to and including terminal cancer. 
Obviously there's no simple 
formula for the control of fatigue. 
Here arc some points and they may 
help you get more out of life. 
PHYSICAL        FATIGUE: 
Muscular overwork is a true 
poisoning from accumulation of 
products of metabolism and from 
oxygen debt. However, it is not 
surprising that there is a blurring of 
the mind and body relationship, so 
that pleasant or exciting work leads 
to later fatigue and boring, 
disagreeable work leads to early 
fatigue. 
Comfortable working conditions 
and appropriate rest periods both 
delay    fatigue.     However,    too 
prolonged or intense physical 
fatigue literally poisons the brain. 
Obviously any student should be 
told this. 
INACTIVITY FATIGUE: Sitting 
in class all day or other behavior 
that underexercises the body leads 
to poor circulation, poor oxygen 
supply, a whole lot of subsequent 
disorders and a sense of fatigue. It is 
then actually refreshing to exercise. 
Among other things, exercise will 
burn up accumulated adrenaline, 
which piles up in a stressed, but 
inactive body and, at that point, 
becomes poisonous. In this matter, 
there is now a way to escape talking 
like an ancient Greek (well, ancient 
anyway!) and saying "moderation 
in all things." In your age group, 
that's a hard rule to follow. 
MENTAL FATIGUE: Only one 
in five fatigue cases have iden- 
tifiably physical causes. Over- 
scheduling is a common mental 
cause. That is when you run, run, 
run from early morning until late at 
night with so much to do and so 
little time that you feel like a tin 
roof in a hailstorm. 
Utter fatigue also goes with 
depression and depression may 
become so severe as to constitute a 
mental illness. So we often call on 
psychiatrists for help in cases of 
fatigue that keeps getting worse. 
CHEMICAL FATIGUE: That's 
toxic (poisonous) substances loose 
in the body. Of course, by 
definition, that would include all 
fatigue but I am speaking of specific 
poisons that are consumed or the 
products of the diesase. Anything 
that didn't come in the boy as a 
chemical or a nutritional need is 
probably toxic. 
The top two are alcohol and 
tobacco but let's face it, coffee and 
tea are caffeine, most medications 
are controlled toxins and street 
drugs are: a) usually contaminated 
and b) grossly unnatural. 
HORMONES  AM)  FATIGUE: 
Adrenaline is a hormone. Too much 
or too little makes you drag, so 
adrenal gland trouble equals 
fatigue. So docs too high or low 
thyroid action and since both glands 
are stimulated by the pituitary, a 
sick pituitary leads to fatigue. 
Hormone fatigue is very rare. 
ENERGY  SYSTEM  FATIGUE: 
All living energy comes from the 
sun. Sun rays provide the energy for 
food and its related oxygen. Our 
bodies burn the food using oxygen 
for combustion and there you are — 
nothing to it! Instant body energy. 
Anything at any level that in- 
terferes with the absorption and use 
of food or oxygen obviously cuts 
energy. This also includes lung 
disease, digestive disorders, anemias 
and a host of other medical con- 
ditions. 
As 1 said above, 80 percent of 
fatigue is secondary to lifestyle 
disorders. The areas to examine are 
mental health, physical con- 
ditioning, balanced nutrition, and 
moderate habits including adequate 
sleep. Lastly, and fifthly, is disease. 
All these are your responsibility. 
You must lake the initiative in 
getting help for them from coun- 
selors, dietitians, books and doc- 
tors. Most of us can handle our own 
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I. f mplovmeai lucnln Procedures 
I. All inierviews will be held in (he Division 
of Career Development and Placement in 
Jones 319. 
II. Interviews 
Tan.. Ft*. 24 
General Telephone Co. 
Positions: Programme!, vi.«iysts, technical 
(electronic - electricity) and staff support 
management trainees. 
Qualifications:    Bachelor's   or   matter's 
degree   in   any   business   field,   computer 
science,  mass   communications,   industrial 
technology or secretarial administration. 
Tats., Feb. 24 
Cobb Ceaaly Schools • Ga. 
Interviewing    all    education    majors 
graduating in Mayor August. 
We... Feb. 25 
Southern Stale*Coop. lac. 
Position: Management Trainees 
Qualifications: Bachelors in agriculture or 
any major with farm background. 
Male: Interview sign-up and interviews will 
be conducted in Carter Building. Contact Mr. 
Robert   Lay,   No.   7   Carter   Building   for 
details. 
Weal.. Feb. 25 
Farmers Hoate AewMnktra ttoa 
Positions: Agricultural management 
specialist 
Qualifications: Bachelor's or matter's 
degree in agriculture. 
Nate: Also interviewing sophomore and 
juniors with agriculture - business majors for 
summer positions. 
Tkara.. Feb. 2* 
IBM Carp. ■ LeslngSoa 
Positions: Chemist 
Qualifications: Bachelor's or masters in 
chemistry 
Thar... Feb. 2* 
Thorn McAa 
Positions: Retail store management trainee 
Qualifications:     Bachelor's    degree    la 
business or related field. 
rhars.. Feb. 2* 
McAspaM 
Positions: Buyer trainees 
Qualifications: Bachelor's in business or 
fashion merchandising. 
Tots.. March 3 
CoaaenktM Malaal Life law. 
Positions: Sales trainees 
Qualifications:   Degree   in   business,   in- 
surance or related fields 
Tues..March3 - 
Cedar Point lac. 
3400 Summer Jobs in all areas of an 
amusement - theme park located in Ohio on 
Lake Erie. Must be 18 years of age. You must 
sign-up for an interview time in CD and P. 
319 Jones Building. Pllacement files are not 
required. 
Wed.. March 4 
United Farm Agency 
Positions: Real estate tales representative 
Qualifications: Bachelor's or higher degree 
any major. 
Wet), aad Thurs., March 4 and 5 
American Hospital Supply Corp. 
Positions: Sales, accounting - finance, 
operations, distribution 
Qualifications: Bachelor's or master's 
degree in appropriate business field. Sales 
open to non-business majors. 
III. Laacb attach StaaJiat - Feb. 19 aad 
Feb. 25 
Students, faculty and staff are invited to 
join members of the CD and P staff at lunch 
for an informal discussion on career direc- 
tions and job search concerns. Both sessions 
will be held during the noon hour in Room A. 
Powell Cafeteria. 
IV. Parlaaai -** "iimjili 
Several positions as bartenders, waiters 
and waitresses for new restaurant lounge 
opening soon in Richmond. Interviewing on 
location Feb. 16-20. Contact CD and P in 
Jones 319 for details. 
V. Summer lasrrathlpi 
EnrfN al later 
Short-term paid professional opportunities 
for upper-level undergraduate and graduate 
students   interested   in   environmentally 
related fields. 
Job descriptions and applications available 
in Jones 319. Deadline: March 2.19*1. 
VI. Federal Summer latent Program 
The Federal Summer Intern Program 
provides opportunities for qualified students 
to receive practical experience with the 
Federal Government. Last year two students 
were selected for this competitive program. 
The   following   agencies   have  requested 
nominees  for the  positions indicated.   In- 
terested students should contact CD and P. 
Deadline for nominations is March 13. 
Federal Emergency Management Ageaey 
Position: Emergency management 
specialist 
Majors:     Public    or    business    ad- 
ministrations, urban planning 
Federal Prison System 
Positions: Business, case management, 
correctional interns 
Majors: Accounting, corrections, criminal 
justice 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Position: Writer 
Majors: Journalism and English 
Alcohol.  Drag Abuse aad Mental  Health 
Administration 
Position: Social science analyst 
Major: Graduate student in sociology, 
social work, public health field 
is Amy iaglanr (enter 
Position: Electrical engineer - physics 
Major: Physics 
VA. Government Priailag Office 
Positions: Printing management 
Intern    majors:    Printing    management. 
graphic arts, business administration 
Internal Revenue Service 
Position: Printing assistant 
Major: Printing management, graphic arts. 
Natlaaal Park Service 
Position: Financial assistant 
Major: Graduate student with accounting 
major 
Internal Revenue Service 
Position: Printing assistant 
Major: Graphic Arts 
U.S. Government Printing Of flee 
Position: Printing management 
Majors:   Printing   management,   graphic 
arts, business administration 
New, space-age alloy 
that looks as good as gold, 
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much. 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10 
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27 
ONLY.) 
Yellow Lustrium rings by Jostens available daily 







The University Bookstore 
Keen Johnson Building 
Richmond, KY 40475 
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Solitary student 
Donnie McBride, a Mnior health education major from 
Houston, Texas, studied alone at a table in the periodicals 
section of the library. It is not known if he had thrown the 
paperwad setting on the table (photo by Will MaasfleM) 
April 1 in Brock 
John Houseman to 
John Houseman, actor, author, 
director, et cetera, will speak here on 
April 1 at 7:30 p.m. in Hiram Brock 
Auditorium. 
Houseman gained nationwide 
notoriety for his role in both the movie 
and TV series, "The Paper Chase." 
His portrayal of Professor Kingsfield 
earned him an Academy Award for 
best supporting actor in 1973 
Houseman was born in 1902 in 
Rumania. He was educated in France 
and England and received a scholar- 
ship at Trinity, Cambridge. 
From 1922 until 1930 his main oc- 
cupation was working in an In- 
ternational Grain Brokerage firm. 
During this time, he contributed to the 
"New Statesman and had a book ac- 
cepted by Leonard and Virginia Wolf at 
the Hogarth Press. 
In 1931 Houseman devoted himself 
entirely to writing and the theater. His 
first success came in 1934 when he 
directed the Gertrude Stein-Virgil 
Thompson opera, "Four Saints in Three 
Acts." 
Houseman and Orson Welles became 
co-founders of The Mercury Theatre in 
1937. Its productions include the 
"modern dress," "Julius Caesar," 
"The Shoemakers Holiday," "Heart- 
break House." "Five Kings," Richard 
Wright's "Native Son" and, on radio, 
the notorius "Men From Mars" 
broadcast, which rocked the nation in 
November 1938. 
During the years Houseman spent 
working with The Mercury Theatre, he 
collaborated with Herman Mankiewicz 
on the script of Orson Welles' film, 
"Citizen Kane." In 1941 he went into 
motion pictures as co-adapter of 
"Jane Eyre" and vice president of 
David O. Selznick Productions. 
Two weeks after Pearl Harbor 
Houseman joined the Office of War 
Information as Chief of the Overseas 
Program bureau where for two years 
he created and supervised the 
production of all "Voice of America" 
news and feature programs. He 
produced for the O.W.I, the film, 
"Tuesday in November" which has 
worldwide circulation in 27 languages. 
Between 1945 and 1962 Houseman 
produced 18 feature films for 
Paramount, Universal and M-G-M 
studios, including "All Fall Down," the 
official U.S. entry in the 1962 In- 
ternational Film Festival at Cannes. 
In 1968, Houseman was executive 
producer and narrator for the 
nationally broadcast telephone 
program     -    "Three    By    Martha 
speak 
Graham." 
As an educator, Houseman spent a 
year as associate professor and head of 
Drama Production at Vassar in 1937-38. 
He also taught a semester at Barnard 
and served an appointment as Regent's 
Lecturer at the University of Cali- 
fornia . 
As a writer. Houseman has con: 
tributed numerous articles to national 
publications, including "Harper's 
Magazine," "Vogue" and "The New 
York Times." 
Among his educational films are "A* 
Voyage to America" and "The World of 
the Dancer"  with  Martha Graham, 
which he co-directed. 
As a motion picture actor, Houseman 
has appeared in "Seven Days in May," 
"Three Days of the Condor." with 
Robert Redford and Faye Dunaway. 
"The Cheap Detective" and most 
recently, "The Fog." 
The second volume of his memoirs, 
"Front and Center, was published in 
the fall of 1979 and received a 
nomination from the American Book, 
Association. 
Houseman is currently a scholar at I 
the Annenberg Center for the Study of 









When you have an INSTANT TELLER card from State Bank, you have 
ready accen to the only bank on campus.   You can make deposits to your 
bank account* withdraw cash, check your bank balance and most any 
other banking transaction at your convenience, 24 hours every day. 
When you sign up for SPECIAL CHECKING, there it no monthly service 
charge on your checking acccount.   You pay 20' per check that you write, 
but all INSTANT TELLER traneactiom are free of service charge. 
Call today for more information on why you should bank with us. 
STATE BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
Professor makes sure 
students hear bells daily 
By ANNE BOND 
Staff Writer 
You're walking across campus on the 
way to your next class You hear "My 
Old Kentucky Home" ringing from the 
University's bell tower. Now, what's 
the first thing that crosses your mind? 
Probably the male or female student 
that just passed you by, right? 
But, let's say you weren't interested 
in that student and you were listening to 
the bells. You might wonder how, 
exactly, do they ring? Does someone 
ring them? Maybe it's "Quasimodo" 
himself! No, that would be very 
unlikely. 
Actually, the bell tower contains 
what is called a carillon. It consists of 
37 bells which were cast in Holland 
from an alloy of copper and tin and 
supplied to the University by the IT. 
Verdin Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
It is one of only SO genuine cast-bell 
carillons located on the campus of an 
institution of high education. The total 
weight of the bells in the carillon is 5.782 
pounds; this includes one 1,000 pound 
bell. 
The bells can be controlled from a 
keyboard, located in the music lounge 
in the Powell building, or by a tape 
system that is in the basement of the 
Powell building. 
When the carillon is played from the 
keyboard, the person that plays it Is 
called a carilloneur. This person is 
Marilyn Greenlee, an elementary 
education professor and staff ac- 
companist here at the University. 
The Anderson, Ind, native has 
studied organ at Ball State and Indiana 
Universities. She was recently an 
organist at Christ Presbyterian Church 
in Toledo, Ohio. 
Greenlee said she enjoys playing the 
carillon. She stated. "I think it makes 
the campus very collegiate. If it wasn't 
here we would miss it." 
When the carillon is played by tape it 
is programmed by Greenlee in the 
Powell building basement. Factory 
made cassette tapes contain electronic 
impulses which ring the required 
pitches. 
Greenlee said she would like to tape 
some different musical selections 
appropriate for carillons and have 
some repairs made to the bells that 
aren't striking right 
The daily selections and hourly 
chimes are recorded on tape but 
Greenlee does play for special holidays, 
commencement and homecoming. She 
also plays for special events such as the 
hostages' release. "I played live the 
day after the hostages were released; 
during the lunch hour. It makes 
something like the hostages coming 
home very special." 
Back to the books 
With their work spread all over the table, Joe Myers and 
Chans Varnum seemed to thoroughly enjoy their studies in 
the library Tuesday evening. Many students were somewhat 
less than excited about returning to their studies after the 
long weekend. (photo by Connie Langley > 
Two Can Dine for 
$5.99...at Ponderosa! 
Two Sirloin steak dinners with 
potato, roll and Salad Bar 
.SAVE UP TO $1.99 
.Twofor*5.99 
Sirloin Strip Dinner 





SAVE UP TO $1.99 j 
Two for *5.99- 
Includes: 
• Baked Potato or French Fries 
• Warm Roll with Butter 
. All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar 




uMd m OMMnsfon ask o*nr 





Sirloin Strip Dinner 
Includes: 
• Baked Potato or French Fries 
• Warm Roll with Butter 
• All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar 
Dessert and Beverage Not Included 
13/1/81.  *■ 
Urn* one per couple Not 
redeemable lor cash Cannot be 
used m cornbinanon wMh other 
oWounts \Jtmi vUwre proNbHed 
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Phi Kappa Tau officially 




Phi Kapp Tau, the newest fraternity 
on campus, officially colonized Wed- 
nesday, Feb. 11 after being extended an 
invitation   from   the   University   last 
The next step for the fraternity is to 
obtain a charter. To do this they must 
■bidt by certain rules such as keeping 
15 members for one year. According to 
Brian Bellairs. Phi Kappa Tau 
president, this shows stability to the 
national fraternities and IFC 
So far the fraternity has 25 members. 
Seventeen pledges were initiated last 
Wednesday night with traveling con- 
sultants from the national office at- 
tending. The traveling consultants have 
been on campus for 3'i weeks to help 
Phi Kappa Tau recruit members and 
get its feet on the ground. 
Evidently the traveling consultants 
have aided the fraternity for they are 
larger than six or seven fraternities on 
campus, according to Bellairs. He 
attributes their successful rush 
program to advertising: in the Progress. 
FYI and word-of-mouth. The chapter 
consultants paid for the ads. 
Many new members to the fraternity 
are from the tennis team and some 
other members are social members. 
That is, they pay dues, attend parties, 
etc., but aren't allowed to learn the 
rituals. 
"I've been trying for two years," 
Bellairs said of establishing the 
fraternity on campus. Bellairs is a 
transfer student from Georgetown 
University where he was a Phi Kappa 
Tau member. 
"I got my real close friends together 
and then boom. It's neat. Now we can 
turn down people." he added. 
Bellairs has been using a little bit of 
marketing strategy to recruit members 
for the fraternity. One selling point he 
said, is the pledge program is easier. 
The pledge program is abbreviated, 
and according to Bellairs their national 
office is "real down on hazing." 
Another selling point is that if a 
member Joins they will be "pioneering 
an organization" in Bellairs words. He 
said people and members will know you 
years from now. 
Phi   Kappa   Tau   stresses   grades 
though. A member must have a 2.3 GPA 
average, while other fraternities 
requirements is a 2.0. "We want 
someone who wants to make something 
of their lives. A well-rounded guy, 
strong athlete." Bellairs said is the type 
of person they're looking for. 
He also said that the Board of 
Directors (national Phi Kappa Tau) 
has promised the fraternity a house in 
18 months. They will finance it and Phi 
Tau will pay them back. 
The fraternity has had a few mixers 
so far and is planning to have spring 
formal with the fraternity, Theta Chi's. 
Bellairs said Theta Chi's have gone out 
of their way to help the Phi Tau's. 
However, he has had some probelms 
with the IFC constitution. Bellairs and 
IFC is in the process of making a new, 
stronger constitution. The constitution 
now states that colonies shouldn't have 
some priviledges and Bellairs wants to 
change that. 
"The last thing it (the University) 
needed was a fraternity that didn't 
offer competition because the per- 
centage of Greeks on campus isn't that 
good," Bellairs said. 
Panhellenic banquet recongizes 
new officers, Greek women 
By MARY LUERSEN 
Organizations Editor 
Tuesday, Feb. 10, 326 Greek women 
were witnesses of the installation of the 
new Panhellenic officers. 
. A banquet was held in the Keen 
Johnson Ballroom for the purpose of 
"Installing the new officers and 
recognizing outstanding Greek 
women," according to Sharon Stevens. 
Panhellenic adviser 
Beth D'Amico. an Alpha Gamma 
Delta sorority member, was installed 
as the new president taking former 
Panhellenic     President      Abbie 
Beacham's place. Installed as first Vice 
President was Stephanie Geromes. Pi 
Beta Phi. Geromes is in charge of 
junior Panhellenic and pledging. 
Second Vice President is Allyson 
Lusby, a Phi Mu member. She will be in 
charge of rush for all sororities. 
Installed as secretary is Susan 
Kottak, an Alpha Delta Pi member. 
Carla Fulton was installed as 
treasurer. She is an Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority member. 
The annual banquet also recognized 
92 women with a 3.5 GPA and above. 
Thirty women were recognized with a 
4.0 perfect GPA. 
Karen Fox, Kappa Alpha Theta's 
president was awarded the Panhellenic 
scholarship which amounts to $50 
Stephens said the scholarship is 
awarded to a pledge from the previous 
semester and is given every year. Fox 
received it this fall. 
Catered by the University food 
service, the 326 Greek women were 
served cordon bleu, broccoli, spoon 
bread, apple pie and more before guest 
speaker Dr. Nancy Forderhase spoke 
on the "Perspective on Women's 
History." 
Spring Fashion show 
Students of Textiles, Clothing and 
Fashion (TCF 210) are having a spring 
break fashion show Feb. 25 at 7:30 pm. 
in the grill of the Powell Building. 
The theme is "Spring Break>arties 
of 1981." There will be door prizes given 
out andthe admission is free 
Phi Upsllon Omicron 
Phi Upsllon Omicron, the home 
economics honorary, will hold a get 
acquainted party for all interested 
second semester sophomore home 
economics majors. They must have a 
3.0 GPA in all areas of home economics. 
This party will be held on Feb. 23, at 5 
p.m. in the Family Living Center of the 
Burner Building. 
For more information contact Sandy 
Miller at 5319 or Linda Meeks at 3138. 
Military Ball set 
All military science students are 
invited to attend the 43rd Annual 
Military Bail in the Keen-Johnson 
Ballroom on Feb. 28. Receiving time 
begins at 5:30 p.m., dinner at 6:30 and 
dancing at 7:30. Cost per person is $7. 
Tickets are available at the Cadet 
Learning Center, Begley 516. Formal 
attire is required. 
Studies abroad 
University students are preparing for 
their summer studies abroad. Three 
program offered by the Kentucky In- 
stitute for European Studies will be 
held in Austria, France, and Spain. 
The programs can be counted 
towards college credit hours, and as 
many as nine hours may be earned. It is 
not too late to join the program. 
Interested students should contact 
Dr. Jacqueline Cross or Dr. Ursula 
Boyd in the Cammack Building for 
further information. 
German Club 
German Club members are planning 
an Austrian - European Cultural 
evening on Friday, Feb. 20 from 7-12 
p.m. at St. Mark's. 
European  dances,  such  as  Slavic 
Polkas and Vienesae Waltz's will be 
demonstrated and practiced 
Refreshments will be served and 
anyone interested in participating is 
welcome to come. A 50 cents donation 
will be collected from non-German Club 
members. 
Alpha Phi Sigma 
Alpha Phi Sigma, the criminal justice 
honorary society will meet today at 5:30 
v p.m. in the Conference Room B, Powell 
Building. All old and new members are 
encouraged to attend. 
Data Processing 
The Data Processing Management 
Association will meet today at 3:30 p.m. 
In the Kennamer Room, Powell 
Building. All electronic data processing 
and computer science majors as well as 
any other interested persons are 
welcome to attend. 
Faculty Colloquium 
Dr. Roy Peterson, deputy executive 
director of academic affairs for the 
Council on Higher Education, will 
speak at the Faculty Colloquium, 
March S in the Adams Room of the 
Wallace Building. Everyone is invited 
to attend. 
Newman Center 
An "Evening of Reflection for 
Nursing Students" will be held at the 
Newman Center, Wednesday. Feb. 25 
from 5-7 p.m. There will also be a Mardi 
Gras party, Friday, Feb. 27 in the 
center at 8 p.m. 
CIRUNA 
The Council on International 
Relations and United Nations Affairs 
will hold a public meeting on Tuesday, 
Feb. 24, at 7 p.m. 
Dr. Terry Busson, chairman of the 
political science department from the 
University will speak. The meeting is 
free and open to the public. It will be 
held in the Jaggers Room of the Powell 
Building.  
Racquetball contest 
Sigma Pi fraternity is having a 
racquetball tournament Feb. 27, 28 and 
March 2. For more information call 
Laura at 634-0712, Jeff at 625-4876 or Bill 
at 625-4931. The entry fee is 84. 
PBL contest winners 
Winners in the Phi Beta Lambda 
Friend-O-Gram drawing on Feb. 12 
include: Dominos, Jennie Hoskins and 
Carmen Cornett; Campus Cinemas. 
Anthony Braxton and Sheryl 
Long worth; 
Sub Center, Micheal Bolton; Ar- 
chie's, Suzanne Ttsshue and Tim 
Thomesberry; Pizza Hut, Carol West; 
Towne Cinemas, Jeff McKeehan; Sir 
Pizza, Carolyn Tipton; Taco Tico, Joel 
Cornett; Kentucky Fried Chicken, Tim 
Elliott; 
Wendy's, Cheryl Dabney and Lisa 
Stevens; People's Restaurant, Regina 
Henkle; Charley's Car Wash, Randy 
Lykes, Tim Taylor, Matt Roahrig, 
Shane Mahan and Betty Sparks. 
SCEC 
The Student Council for Exceptional 
Children will have a meeting Tuesday, 
Feb. 24 at 4:45 p.m. in the Clark Room 
of the Wallace Building. 
There will be a speaker discussing 
autism. Everyone is welcome. 
Folk Dancing Club 
Plans are currently underway to 
organize an International Folk Dan- 
cing Club on campus. The second 
meeting and beginners dance practice 
will be held on Feb. 25 at the Weaver 
Dance Studio from 8:30 to 10 p.m. 
All students, faculty and staff in- 
terested in the art of American, 
European, Asian and African folk 
dancing are cordially inviited to attend 
No previous experience is required. 
For more information contact 
Virginia Jinks or Laurie Bell at 622- 







LASHES AND UP 
WtLOOQAYEAR 
IN LIVING EX- 
PENSES! FOR 
fULL DETAILS, 




Application, ir. now bain) tempted for Army R0TC Scholarships at EKU. Scholerships are avaiablefor both students currently enroled ei R0TC end 
thosa students who ere not enrolled in ROTC. The deadline to apply lor 2 year scholarships isFsbriiary 26,1981. Tho daadhfie for 3 years scholarship 
applications is April 15,1981. Act now end get ell the details about Army R0TC scholarship! by contacting Ceptain Jim Harder, telephone 622-3911. 
or visit Room 506 m the Begley Building. 
flNDouT ABOUT A FULL TUITION 
ARMYAOTCSCHOLARSHIP/ THERE ARE 
6.500SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
TO QUALIFIEDSTUDENTS.WITHMORB 




Call 822-1629 " 
BORED? flBlNG STIRXRAZY? A 
$1.50 lets you'see Stir Crazy and 
gives you a chance to win one of over 
$300 worth of prizev Look for our ad 
in this paper or call 623-0588 for 
details. 
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT: 
DANNY L. OWENS is available to 
practice Immigration and 
Nationality Law, Suite 601 Legal 
Arts Building, 200 South Seventh 
Street, Louisville, Kentucky 40202, 
(502) 585-3064. 
RECORDSMITH is buying and 
trading good used rock LPs. 6?*- 
5058.; 
FOR SALE: One study guide work- 
book to accompany ECO220 - 
statistics textbook, $6.00. Call 622- 
1023 
WANTED: Part-time help. Mr. B's 
Liquors, 707'* Big Hill Ave. Must be 
21 years old. Apply in person. 
& 
>P 
g# sub centci «. •* 
%< 
OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
THE COLONEL — H lb Of meat including 
2 kinds ot ham. 2 kinds of salami, and 
turkey(l). served on a 12-inch 
Italian roil    $3.20 
THC ADMINISTRATION - V. lb of 
turkey served complete with cheese, 
tomato, lettuce and our own special 
sauce on a 12-inch Italian 
roll    13.20 
THf THURSDAY NIOMT DELIGHT — 
% lb. ot delicious hem   83.20 
THE TELFOAD SPECIAL - Tuna, 
cheese, tune, tomato, tuna. lettuce, 
tuna, end our own special dressing 
on a 12-Inch Italian roll    $3.20 
THC COMMONWEALTH HALL - 
'* lb ol meet. 2 kinds ol ham end 
2 kinds of salami complete with 
all the fixings)     $3.20 
TMK EASTERN BY-PASS - V, lb 
mixture of everything' 2 kinds of 
hem end salami, tuna. Iiverworst. 
roest beef, turkey and cheese 
Peanut-butter by request  
W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS 
REGULAR SANDWICHES 
Keratd on V. kilt. R)t or Mkutr Wheat bread. 
I Mac*, Tomalu. Mejo. Minlerd or Onion 
on Kruunl. I«< I lira. 
Roast Beef       $1.64    Turkey   ..'.... $1.42 
Hem   $1.42    Salam, $142 
Liverworst ... $1.42    Cheese $1.31 
Tuna Salad  $1.42 
< Han* on e»> sanaokk I St rxlra 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
lacksecs I .enact. Toanalon, Onlsai. 
< ares* aad our own lop secret erresaaf. 
Mmi Monster 
(• Inches) (12 Inches) 
Roast Beat           $1.95 $9-70 
Ham         $1.71 $2.60 
Salem.        $1.71 $2.50 
Turkey          $1.71 $2.60 
Liverworst       $1.71 $2.60 
Tuna        $1.71 $2.50 
Cheese        $1.71 $2.60 
Mixed       $1.71 $2.60 
2 Kinds Ol Ham _, Q 
2 Kinds of Salami     ^Q-T o» C°^ 
CHIP SALAD - Portions ol Ham. 
Roaal Beef, Turkey. Salami and 
Swiss Cheese on e bed of 
Lettuce with Tomatoes and your 
choice of dressing   $2.20 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. SPRITE, TAB. MR PIBB 
Lemonade or lead Tee  
Colfee    
Potato Chips  
Hoi Peppers  




Peach Pie ... 
Pecan Cookie 




     $2.50 MINIMUM 
Monday - Thursday  10 AM lo 12 P M 
Friday - Saturday   10 AM to 12 P.M. 
Sunday 4 P.M. to 12 P.M 
We Resarve the fSiorH lo Inn* our DeeMwy "angt 
(Bthind J-rry's) 
Before your vacation 
becomes a Spring-Bake, 
visit Tropi Tan where you 
can start a base tan to 
prevent burning on the 
beach. It only takes a few 
minutes a day and can save 










Judo Club to host 
'biggest tournament' 
By SHERRY IIANLON 
Staff Writer 
What hat approximately 80 legs. 
wears different colored belts, is both 
female and male and is hosting the 
biggest tournament of the year? 
It's the University Judo Club and 
they're hosting the state judo tour- 
nament Feb. 28 in Weaver Gym 
beginning at 10a.m. 
They will be featuring such big 
names as Kris Ringold. who was 
ranked number one in the World Cup 
tournament and Eddie Liddie, who 
placed in the Pan Am Tournament. 
Also, Cumberland College, who has 35 
black belts, seven of which are female, 
will enter and show at the tournament. 
The tournament will be divided into 
three divisions: katas, techniques and 
shiai, which is the free lighting 
The entry fee is $5. Anyone placing 
first, second or third automatically 
forwards to the nationals, which is the 
highest honor a Judo student can 
receive from tournaments. 
The University club, which receives 
no funds from the school, will sell T- 
shirts for $4. each to try to raise some 
funds for future tournament trips. The 
club must psy for gas, food, lodging and 
all other expenses they incur. 
Although about 10 University judo 
students will enter the state tour- 
nament, SO plan to make a trip to 
Dayton, Ohio in April, to compete in a 
tournament. It will be the last of the 
large tournaments they enter in. 
Student I. D. * s ready 
i 
The student I.D.'s that were made at 
spring registration are now in the Of- 
fice of Student Activities. You may stop 
by the office and pick your I.D. up with 
your temporary I.D. at your con- 
venience. 
The office is open from 8 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday You must 
turn in your temporary card in order to 
pick-up your permanent I.D. card. 
Springlike day 
The Ravine is often a place where students can study, relax 
or play backgammon. Taking advantage of the unseasonable 
warm weather, two Alpha Gamma Delta members. Leanne 
Huff and Valerie Psinier play a game of backgammon in the 
Ravine. (photo by Connie Langley) 
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'Odyssey* 
to be subject 
of forum 
One of the most popular and in 
telligent science Action films of all 
time, "2001: A Space Odyssey," will be 
the subject of the University's third 
Humanities Forum to be held Thur 
sday. Feb 19, at 7 p.m in the Grise 
Room of the Bert Combs Classroom 
Building 
Sponsored by the Department of 
Humanities, the forum will consist of 
pre-film lectures, the film showing and 
a post-film discussion. Dr. Fred 
Johnson, associate professor of 
English, and Dr Jerry Perry, associate 
professor of mass communications, will 
be the speakers for the pre-film lec- 
tures. 
Johnson will speak on the short-story 
writer's version of the film while Perry 
will look at the movie directors ver- 
sion 
Cheerleader tryouts 
Any students imale or female) in- 
terested in trying out for the 1981-82 
University cheerleading squad should 
plan on attending a meeting on Feb 25 
at 9 p.m. in the Kennamer Room. 
Powell Building 
SUMMER JOBS 
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, Ohio, will 
hold on-campus interviews for summer employment: 
Date: Tuesday. March 3 
Time: 9:00a.m.-4:30p.m. 
Place: Jaggers  Room-Powell Bldg. 
Over 3,400 positions available for a wide variety of Jobs. 
Dormitory or apartment style housing available Contact 
the Placement Office for information and appointment. 
Spend a summer in one of the finest resorts in the North. 
CEIWOINT..E •* 3R 
Cystic Fibrosisdance-a-thon 
involves 11 organizations 
By MARY LUERSKN 
Organiiatloni Editor 
There are many ways to raise money 
for organizations. There are bake sales, 
pageants, sports tournaments, candy 
selling and more. 
However, the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity and Sigma Tau Alpha, a 
service organization, have decided not 
to raise money for their organizations 
but to help raise money for the Cystic 
Fibrosis Foundation by sponsoring a 
dance-athon. ...., 
Dr. Dan Varney said it is a good way 
to raise money. "A person can get out 
and see people he knows to pledge," he 
said. He added that $2 or $3 from each 
person pledged can add up 
•'SAE's wanted to do this because of 
my interest," Varney, adviser to the 
fraternity said. Varney has a 10-year- 
old son and 12'2-year-old daughter who 
have cystic fibrosis. 
Cystic fibrosis is basically a 
respiratory and digestive disorder. 
Most people live to about the age of IS, 
yet some have lived to the age of 29 and 
higher. 
Varnery said they lead a normal life 
and the more active, the better they 
are. His son. for instance, swims, plays 
soccer and plays the piano, while his 
daughter plays the piano and Softball 
Sigma Tau Alpha, according to 
Varney, also had a personal interest in 
the foundation because they had a 
member who had cystic fibrosis. 
Last year $1,100 was raised for 
research for cystic fibrosis. Varney 
said the groups hope to raise $2,000 at 
the dance-athon held at Keen Johnson 
Ballroom Feb. 23 and 24 from 6 p.m. to 
midnight 
Nine  other  organizations  also are 
involved with the service project The 
SAE's and Sigma Tau Alpha have 
divided the duties among the 
organizations 
Varney said he hopes each 
organization on campus will provide a 
dancer. The dancers can find ap- 
plications in all the dorm lobbies and at 
the Powell Building information desk 
They will be asked to have people 
pledge any amount of money for each 
hour they dance Twelve hours is the 
total of dancing hours 
Prizes will' be awarded to the top 
male and female who bring in the most 
money from pledges, they will be 
awarded a bicycle and a VIP canJ,to J 
Suiter's Mill. The top organization that 
brings in the most money will win a 
portable television. Anyone who 
pledges amounts of $25 or more will get 
a T-shirt from J. Slitter's also 
Hljl ||VV|| Recordsmith is buying 
mWMmmW m kwkaW and trading used Rock 





for FAST FREE 
DELIVERY 
Arthies is now accepting all local 
pizza coupons at  comparable value. 




Offer expires 5-7-81 
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Dr. W. R. Isaacs 
Dr. C.L. Davis 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Complete Visual Service 
All Typo* of Contacts 
228 W. Main 
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Sporty 
Sidelines 
But will they go pro? 
With 6-6 record 
Colonels zap Zips, lose to Tech, 
drop to fifth place in conference 
- 
« . 
St«V«  ThOMOl 
Hall ball. 
Ii's i IK- laiesi craze, fad or plague, 
depending on your point of view 
ih.u is sweeping ihc hall or ai least 
one Hoot in Common wealth Hall 
(and others from whai I've heard.) 
Many members of ihe floor 
panicipaie in ihis game ihai can be 
and is played ai any lime of day. 
Hall ball could be almost any 
spori and righi now. as ihe season 
diciaies, baskeiball is ihc current 
i rend. 
One nighi, a possibly bored 
member of ihe floor creeled a 
homemade hoop and began tossing 
a small plastic basketball at the 
hoop -- and the latest past lime was 
started and it spread quickly 
throughout ihe floor. 
The first goal was noi to lasi long, 
however, as it suffered from the 
many imitations of Slammin' Sam 
and the Doctors of Dunk, not to 
mention many attempts to smash 
the backboard a la Darrcl Dawkins. 
Soon after the demise of the first 
goal, the "hooked" dorm residents 
erected another, more permanent 
rim of ihe nerf ball variety, ai the 
opposite end of the court ... ah, 
hall. 
Slams, jams, and crams became 
less frequent, 10 preserve ihc basket 
and H-O-R-S-E became the official 
past time, along with free throw 
shooting contests. 
Many nights are filled with the 
arguments of "a friendly game of 
H-O-R-S-E." 
H-O-R-S-E brings out the 
competitive edge in almost 
everyone; especially one of the floor 
members known as "Dog." 
Dog cannot stand to lose ai 
anything, whether it be a bet, cards 
or any form of Hall ball. 
When playing Dog, one need not 
even keep his own score, lor Dog 
surely remembers them all. 
One confrontation occurred when 
another member of the floor at- 
tempted to argue the score of a 
H-O-R-S-E game with Dog. 
After missing a shot, the 
disgusted opponent said, "That 
gives me "R." 
"S," corrected Dog, also 
called "Quickpcn" by some. 
"I don't think so," said the first 
player. 
"He's right. Dog," said another 
player. 
"The $!0"0—! he is," cried Dog, 
now growing hostile. 
"I've been keeping up with 
everyone," he said. 
"Well, then what do you have?" 
questioned the first opponent. 
"Nothing yet," said Dog as he 
missed the follow-up to an op- 
ponent's basket. 
"You !S!"9*0:!S's."   said    Dog* 
as he handed the foam rubber ball 
to the next   player  in  line.   "You 
made me blow my $"*—$:*$X— 
concentration." 
So the games go, even into the 
dark of night. 
After the dorm staff has made 
SUPER SYSTEM, 
SUPER PRICE. 
Reach a new high in stereo fir a new low in price. 
O-SSM In-dash cassette with AM/FM stereo. 
Supertuner." Muting switch.Stem^rnono switch. 
f) st-ition preset pushbutton tuning. Locking fast 
forward ;ind rewind. Automatic replay. One year 
limited warranty parts and labor 
TS 164 e'-a-aW-mount 
speakers. 10-to. magnet. 
Coaxial 2 way speaker 
2-tweeter.Highc.mpli 
ance woofer. 20 watts 
power handling. 
•AST 













their rounds and turned off the hall 
lights, a resident will turn them back 
on for a late game before calling it a 
day. 
For a time, ihc games were not 
limited to the matching form of play 
such as H-O-R-S-E but featured 
two-on-two basketball games. 
This was ended when one member 
of ihe Door injured himself driving 
for ihe basket. 
A certain sports editor fed his 
team mate "Sminy," with a nice 
pass and then "Smiuy," a young 
freshman, turned into a door frame 
thai obstructed his path lo the hoop. 
The door frame did noi budge, 
and "Smiliy" fell to the floor in a 
heap. 
Not only did the incident, which 
turned out to be noi serious, end the 
games of two-on-two, bin ended 
"Smilly's" brief career as a 
basketball player. 
Can  all   forms of Hall   Ball  Im- 
possible? 
Who knows? 
But I can't wail till baseball 
season to find out. 
AFTER THK FACT 
The women's basketball team is 
leading ihe nation's Division I 
schools- in team free throw per- 
centage, according lo the latest 
Association for Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW) 
statistics released. 
Dr. Dianne Murphy's team has 
hii 75.6 percent of its free throw 
attempts lo lead the country in that 
department. 
By LISA MURRAY 
SUff Writer 
In their last performance before the 
home folks, seniors Tommy Baker, 
Bruce Jones, Anthony Conner and Dale 
Jenkins wanted to do it upright. 
"I was pretty fired up. Because it was 
my last home game, I wanted to take it 
out right," explained guard Bruce 
Jones. 
The Colonels did 'take it out right," 
as they defeated the visiting Zips of the 
University of Akron 65-53, Feb. 12. But 
before the Colonels could reward their 
seniors with that last home win, 'hey 
first had to overcome their own 
halfhearted play, that plagued them 
throughout the first half and midway 
through the second half. 
"We just didn't play very hard," 
commented Head Coach Ed Bhyre. 
"We played lazy the whole first half. 
We didn't really have enough guys 
playing with the enthusiasm that It 
takes. 
After a layup by Akron's freshmen 
forward Ricky Brown lit up the 
scoreboard 2-0. 14 seconds into the 
contest, the score went on to be tied five 
times over the next 10 minutes at two, 
four, six. eight and 10. 
From that 10-10 deadlock the Zips 
tossed in seven uncontested points and 
marched out to a 17-10 lead. Ihe 
Colonels called a timeout before things 
got out of hand. They regrouped and 
came back to pull within a basket, 21-19 
following a turn around jumper by Dale 
Jenkins, a layup and a free throw by 
Baker, a 20 footer by freshman Ervin 
Stepp and a top-of-the-key jumper by 
Jones with just under four minutes left 
in the half. 
A short jumper by Brown gave the 
Zips a 23-19 lead, before the Colonels 
came back on a layup by forward Steve 
Robinson and a free throw trip by 
Jenkins to tie it at 23-23. 
The score was also tied at the halfway 
mark at 25-25. 
The Colonels defense in that first half 
made the passing grade, but the offense 
was not up to par as Bhyre later voiced. 


















Here's Your Best Bet 
WIN 
For only $1.50 you can be eligible to win any of 
over $300 worth of prizes, including: 
•12" B/W TV 
*3 aquariums from 
Tropical House 
*4 V.I.P. cards from 
J. Sutlers 
*2 dinners for two 
from Ponderoca 
*2 linebreaker passes 
from the Family Dog 
•2 large pizzas from 








Thursday, Feb. 26 
Tickets on sale Tuesday-Thursday, Feb. 24, 
25, 26from 10a.m. to 3p.m. in the Powell 
Building or at the Campus Cinemas. 
LIMITED TICKEYS AVAILABLE 
se buy yours earry. 
Brought to you by AERho and Campus Cinemas. 
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■ Starts TOMORROW. 
Remember when comedy was King, 
now he's President 
* FIRST * 
FAMILY 
GMX* RADNERDO0 NEWHART- 
ThartaOought* (he » 
MADELINE KAHN 
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*>\v I« 3fev* 
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MIDNIGHT   MOVIE   FRI    S    SAT   THE   GROOVE    TUBE 
"We made a determination that we 
were going to play man-to-man defense 
against them at home We only gave up 
25 points the first half. I thought that 
was fine, but our offense was so lousy," 
said Bhyre of the chilly 37.9 percent his 
team shot that first half compared to 
the Zips' 44.4 percent. 
As the second half became history the 
score was tied again at 27 and 29-29. The 
Akron guard Joe Jakubic and Brown 
both converted on back-to-back three 
Eint plays to pull the Zips out to a 35-29 
id with 17'* minutes to play in the 
contest. 
The Colonels battled back with eight 
unanswered points of its own and the 
score was knotted once more at 39-all 
with four minutes erased from the 
clock. 
Baker, who had only three points in 
the first half, sprang to life and fired in 
six of his 16 second half points as they 
took command with a 45-39 lead that 
they never relinquished. Outscoring the 
Zips 14-4 from that 39-39 tie, the 
Colonels soon possessed a 10-point lead 
at 53-43. 
' 
"Baker just got about four baskets at 
that point and we turned the ball over 
about four Umes. That Just about did it.  . 
He took charge at iust the right time," • 
said University of Akron coach Bob 
"The second hail I felt our offense 7 
picked up a litUe bit and our defense  ;! 
stayed fairly consistent. To give up 51   ; 
points wasn't a bad nights work,' 
pointed out Bhyre, as the Colonels hit 48 
percent the second half and 43.5 for the    - 
game. "The second half we put a little 
more enthusiasm into the game and it 
makes a heck of a difference," he 
added. 
. Jenkins and Conner had 11 rebounds 
each to lead the Colonels in that 
category. Jakubic had 16 for Akron. 
The following Saturday the Colonels 
journeyed to Tennessee Tech. Trailing 
by IS points at the balftime break, the . 
Colonels battled back in the waning 
minutes of the contest, but came up 
short and lost by a single point, 58-55. 
The latest loss drops the Colonels to 
fifth place in the OVC race with a 6-8 
record. 1 
Greg Adams Invitational 
Colonels host tourney 
By STEVE THOMAS 
Sport* Editor 
Tom Higgin's men's tennis team will 
host the Greg Adams Invitational this 
weekend beginning Friday afternoon 
and lasting through Sunday.    > 
Eight teams are entered in the 
tournament; including two teams 
Higgins' team has already faced this 
season. 
Entered are Murray, the defending 
Ohio Valley Conference champion; 
Miami (0.), a team that defeated the 
Colonels 6-3 last week; Illinois State, 
one of this year's early victims; In- 
diana State; Ohio State, Western 
Michigan; Kentucky and the host 
Colonels. 
Todd Wise, a freshman from Towson, 
Md. and the Colonels' number one seed 
will start the tournament at noon 
Friday when he faces Mark Witsken of 
Miami. 
Wise defeated Witsken 7-5, 6-3 in the 
Colonels early season loss to Miami. 
Todd Clements, the Colonels' number 
two seed from Ft. Thomas and also a 
freshman will face Miami's Bill Annear 
in the second match. 
Annear defeated Clements 6-1, 6-4 in 
the first meeting between the Colonels 
and Miami. 
The Colonels, who have defeated 
Morehead and Carson - Newman, in 
addition to Illinois State, are off to the 
fastest start for a Colonel tennis team 
since 1974 with a 3-1 record. 
Drop in at 
Ihe 
8 p.m. to 12 midnight every Friday in Basement of First 
Presbyterian Church. Sponsored by: The Christ Episcopal. 
The White Oak Pond Christian and The Presbyterian 
Churches. 
Special Attraction: Tom Rodgers 
Valid at all Kentucky locations. 
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Women 
whip UK 
By UENISE LARSON 
SUIT Writer 
The women's gymnastics team 
handled the UK gymnasts easily in 
their 134.2 to ISA victory Friday. 
"We beat them well." said Coach Dr. 
Agnes Chrietzberg "They didn't have 
the strength. They had tough tricks but 
they lost points because they failed to 
use combinations. They made no effort 
to combine moves for credit. It was just 
compositional error." 
Chrietzberg said she was pleased 
with her gymnasts' performance. 
"They were nice and clean," she 
stated. "They are obtaining a degree of 
perfection. It wasn't really a surprise 
because they worked so hard during 
practice last week.'' 
■ And the practice paid off as the 
women took the top three all-around 
positions. 
Rhonda Wilkerson was first with S5.1 
points. 
Susan Law and Elaine Hoke were the 
other all-around winners with scores of 
33.65 and 33.45 respectively. 
"Beam was our best performance," 
said Chrietzberg. "Rhonda had good 
execution and scored a 9.0. Hoke scored 
an 8.S. Laura Madden had her season 
best with a score of 8.IS." 
Gymnast Cheryl Behne who was out 
last week was back practicing and will 
be ready to compete with the team next 
week when they face Western Ken- 
tucky. 
"It's nice to have Cheryl back," said 
Chrietzberg. 
But it seems they won't have all the 
gymnasts practicing this week. 
Wilkerson is out with strained 
ligaments in her back but should be 
ready to compete against Western. 
15-13 on year 
Lady Colonels win one, drop two 
as up and down season nears end 
By SCOTT WILSON 
Staff Writer 
Something was different! 
When the Lady Colonels came out of 
the locker room for pre game warm- 
ups the excitement ran rampant. 
Something that usually was absent was 
there. 
The women seemed relaxed. They 
didn't seem to worry about anything. 
The Lady Colonels were missing 
players. Sandy Grieb and Chancellor 
Dugan were not dressed for the game. 
The two tallest Colonels have been 
suspended for what Murphy termed 
"attitude problems." 
The Colonels broke out to a quick lead 
against Mt. St. Joseph and never looked 
back as they rolled a 103-74 killing. 
They shot 56.5 percent from the field, 
compared to St. Joe's 47 percent. 
This is different to 40 percent from 
the field the overall game in the 80-76 
loss to Youngstown State. Lisa Goodin 
led the team in scoring with 21 points. 
She was followed by Sandra Mukes with 
ie. 
Youngstown shot 64 percent. 
The Lady Colonels shot 41 percent 
from the field in the 83-60 loss to Cin- 
cinnati. 
They hit 26 of 65 attempts. Cincinnati 
shot 45 percent. Marsha Charles led all 
scorers with 13 points. Freda Hagen 
and Tina Wermuth were next with 12 
apiece. 
It was different than when the 
Colonels played Tennessee Tech last 
Tuesday. A 
The University shot 35.4 percent from 
the field in an 87-67 losing effort. 
Besides   putting   up   against   the 
league-leading   Golden    Eagles,   the 
Colonels  had  to  defend  against  the 
nation's leading scorer Jerilyn Harper.' 
Harper averages 28.5 points per game. 
Harper led her team with 29 points, 
while Goodin led the Colonels with 24 
markers. Wermuth backed her with 19. 
They had little trouble scoring from 
anywhere on the floor against Mt. St. 
Joseph. 
The Colonels were off a little bit on 
their shooting from the charity stripe in 
the first half, hitting only seven out of 
10, but added 14 of 14 attempts in the 
second half. They finished the game 
87.5 percent from the line. 
Murphy contributes that to her 
team's lack of tension during the game. 
"This is the first time in a long while 
that our girls have been relaxed during 
a game. They just went out there and 
really enjoyed playing basketball for a 
change," she said. 
The team pumped in 25 of 42 shots 
from the field in the first half to shoot 
59.5 percent. They hit 16 of 30 after 
intermission to end the game with an 
impressive 56.9 percent, fourteen 
percent above their average. Goodin. 
the  scoring  machine  from   Indiana, 
scored a career high 31 points. Four 
other players hit double figures. They 
were Sandy Kinkton with 16, Wermuth 
with 15, Mukes with 12 and Hagan with 
10. 
The Colonels take a 15-13 record to 
Morehead today. 
Lisa Goodin is three points from 
setting a new University season high 
scoring record. The previous record of 
S33, is held by Peggy Gay. She ac- 
complished this in the 1977-78 season. 
Harriers look 
to Morehead 
Coach Sandy Martin's women's track 
team is in the middle of a two-week 
respite before getting back into action 
at the Morehead State University In- 
vitational Feb. 28. 
The women competed in the 
prestigious Mason - Dixon games In 
Louisville Feb. 6 and 7, where there was 
no team scoring at the meet, just in- 
dividual competition 
None ol the Lady Colonels were able 
to make the finals in Louisville, but 
several of them did impress coach 
Martin 
Shooters tops in State 
By STEVE THOMAS 
Sports Editor 
Last week, Sgt. Nelson Beard's rifle 
team, led by senior captain Dan Durben 
won the Kentucky State Rifle Cham- 
pionships by edging Murray 6070-6047. 
The final score included both small 
bore and air rifle scores, of which 
Colonel shooters won individual titles in 
both. 
In the small bore compelion, the 
Colonels were outpointed by Murray in 
the overall shooting by a score of 4567- 
4565 but they.cama back to «rh» the air 
rifle by a 1505-1480 saargin fcghre them 
the" overall title.     *^ 
Durben, from St. Paul, Minn, won the 
Rhonda Wilkerson, a senior from Paris, performs on the balance beam in last 
week's meet with the University of Kentucky. Wilkerson won the all-around 
competition with a score of 35.1 and led the women to a 134.21S.8 win over the 
Kentucky women. This week, women will face Western, a team that they have 
defeated once this season (photo by P.J. Novak) 
—Scoreboard—j 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Feb. It- Morehead. away 7:30p.m. 
Feb. 21 - Western, away 8:30p.m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Feb. 19- Morehead. away 5 p.m. 
Feb. 24 - Xavier,away 7 p.m. 
MEN'S GYMNASTICS 
Feb. 20- Indiana, home 7:3t p.m. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Feb. 20-22 - Greg Adams Invitational 
home 
MEN'S TRACK 
Feb. 27-28 - OVC Championships, away 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
Feb. 28 - Morehead. away 
IM camping equipment available 
to University community 
The    Office    of     Intramural You may want to try Cumberland        4TE 
Individual State Championship in the 
small bore division with a score of 1161. 
Rounding out the Colonel scores 
were, Karen Long, 1147; Kim Floer, 
1131; and Mark Bender, 1126. 
Long, a junior from Springlfield, 
W.Va.. was the Individual State 
Champion in the air rifle competition 
when she finished with a score of 381. 
Also in the air rifle, Durben shot a 
377, Floer, 374 and Bender 373. 
The Colonels will next be in action in 
the NCAA Sectionals Feb. 21 in a meet 
thai could qualify them for the 
Nationals. 
The Sectionals will be held at West 
Virginia University and the Nationals 
will be March 14 at West Point, NY 
Recreational Sports via the Depart- 
ment of HPER Services would like to 
acquaint all members of the University 
family to the opportunities available to 
them in the field of outdoor recreation 
with camping equipment and possible 
sites. 
Within the local area and on a 
statewide basis, there are many out- 
door recreation areas available for 
exploring and enjoying. These include 
portions of our state which make out- 
door living a necessity and a pleasure. 
In Kentucky we suggest the following 
easily accessible areas for which 
literature is available. 
The usual camping season runs from 
April 1 to October 31 although win- 
tertime camping is possible. Fourteen 
days is the limit for residence in each 
park because of the numbers of eager 
campers desiring space 
Falls near Corbin. Ft Boonesborough 
at Boonesborough, General Burnside 
Island at Burnside, Lake Cumberland 
near Jamestown, Natural Bridge found 
near Slade. Kentucky or Cave Run 
Reservoir at Morehead. 
The outdoor opportunities may be 
pursued thr/ough use of outdoor cam- 
ping equipment which may be rented 
through the Office of Intramural 
Recreational Sports on campus. This 
equipment is available to students, 
faculty and staff on a first come-first 
served basis. It cannot be reserved. 
In order to obtain use of the camping 
equipment, one must use the following 
procedures: 
1. Fees will be paid at the Office of the 
Bursar. 
2. Equipment may be picked up-at 
Begley Towel Room 
3. Equipment can be checked out 
between Mp.m.Thurs. and Kn 
quipment must be checked in 
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Mon. 
andTues 
5. Rentals may be made for 3-day, 5- 
day, or 10-day periods. 
Equipment available and its cost for 
rental incude the following: 
3 DAYS 
Camping stove. $.50; tents. $3: packs. 
$3: sleeping bags, S3, canteen. $.25; 
cooking kit, $.25 
5 DAYS 
Camping stove, $1: tents. $5; packs, 
$5; sleeping bags. $5; canteen. $.50; 
cooking kit. $.50 
10 DAYS 
Camping stove. $1.50; tents. $8: 
packs. $8; sleeping bags. $8; canteen. 
$.75; cooking kit, $.7*. 
Individuals must furnish own fuel for 
camping stove. 
Extra fees will be charged for late, 
damaged, or dirty equipment 
TOWIME    CINEMA 
Main St.        Ph. 623 8884 
SHOWTIMES 7:00 8! 9:00 
LY TOMUN IN AN 
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Meals,. ...--i--. 
(for only) 5 DUCKS! 
(plus tax) 77iis is such a good deal, 
we're glvln' you 4 coupons so your 
whole gang can enjoy It! 
Two pieces of delicious chicken, 
potatoes andgrauy, 
j^ ^       and a roll—Just $1.25. 
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PIZZA With TWO TOPPINGS. 
SUPER THICK and made with EXTRA CHEESE 
Lexington - 269-3366 - Euclid & Ashland In Che>vy Chat* 
Richmond - 624-2424 - 263 East Mam Straat 
and roll—] 
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Arts 
Symphonic, Concert bands 
to give winter performances 
K\ (IMIV UU.BKKT 
Staff Writer 
"Music exists to have a meaning or a 
pleasant association with human 
beings." said David Priester. the 
Department of Music's newest faculty 
member. 
Priester said he was an in- 
strumentalist because it is pure as 
opposed to vocal music. 
'A piece of hardware gives 
sophistication It has more range than 
vocals." he stated. 
Both winter concerts are coming this 
month. 
On Monday. Feb. 23. the Symphonic 
Band will be directed by Dr. Robert 
Hartwell. 
The Concert Band will be conducted 
by David Priester on Thursday. Feb. 
26 These concerts will be in Hiram 
Brock Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. 
The Symphonic Band will perform 
Felix Mendelssohn's "Overture for 
Band." Robert Washburn's "Symphony 
for Band" and works by Jager and 
Zdechlik. To brighten things up are 
Gershwin's "Selections from Porgy and 
Bess" and "The Black Horse Troop" by 
Sousa 
The Concert Band will perform 
"Slava" by Bernstein. "Kaddish" by 
W. Francis McBeth. a transcription of 
the "Fantasia in G Major" by Bach and 
on the lighter side the "Lennon and 
McCartney Portrait." They will also 
perform two marches, Henry Filmore's 
"The Klaxon" and "Vanished Army" 
by Alford. 
"Slava" is Priester s favorite piece of 
the works his group will perform. It is 
technically hard to do especially since 
at least half of the members of Concert 
Band are non-music majors. 
The concert overture is dedicated to 
Rostropovich. the director of the 
National Symphony in Washington, 
D.C. 
Rostropovich asked Leonard Bern- 
stein to write a rousing new piece for 
the inaugural concerts on Oct. 11, 1977, 
at the Kennedy Center for Performing 
Arts. It shows the different colors of 
sound using the clarinet and saxophone. 
"Kaddish" is a Jewish prayer for the 
dead. It is a memorial for James Clifton 
Williams who was a teacher of the 
composer. Its premiere was in March 
of 1»76. with W. Francis McBeth con- 
ducting the Richardson High School 
Band. 
According to Priester. the Concert 
Band style is a big movement in our 
country and it is unmatched anywhere 
else in the world. 
The Police, The Korgis, Bus Boys 
termed 'modern day rock* 
ByMIKEFEEBACK 
Staff Writer 
If all of a sudden there's a knock at 
your door and you say, "Who's there? " 
and the voice on the other side of the 
door replies "DeDoDoDoDeDaDaDa," 
and taken by surprise you say 
"WHAT?" This time the answer is 
"OPEN UP ITS THE POLICE." Do it. 
open up - for it is the Police with their 
new album 
The Police plus Huey Lewis and the 
News, Bus Boys and The Korgis all 
have new longplayers out that I call 
modern day rock. It's not disco, punk, 
rock and roll, new wave or science 
fiction it's... GOOD. 
"Zenyatta Mondatta" (WHAT?) is 
the name of the new LP by the Police 
This three-piece group opens the 'A' 
side with "Don't Stand So Close To 
Me." a good rocker that's not about 
deodorant. However, I guess if it was 
about one not using deodorant, one 
would be "Driven To Tears," the next 
song up. 
A driving tune with Sting, Copeland 
and Summers at the wheel is "When 
The World Is Running Down, You Make 
The Best Of What's Still Around." StiU 
not the longest title for a song that I 
know of. (Does anyone know one that's 
over twice as long?) 
"DeDoDoDo, DeDaDaDa" must 
mean, 'I'm the first song on the flip 
side.' I remember the first time I heard 
the title. I laughed. I must admit that 
this song grew on me fast. 
A song without words, "Behind My 
Camel," follows. It is a dull song 
without any excitement. 
"Shadows In The Rain" is a song that 
makes one think of an earlier Police hit, 
"Walking On The Moon.'1 — 
The Police will never be placed under 
arrest for sitting in one spot. "Zenyatta 
Mondatta" is a good LP shich shows 
another branch of where today's music 
is going. 
Huey Lewis and the News come out 
like gangbusters with "(Sooner or 
Later) Some Of My Lies Are True." 
This Is the first song on the LP that has 
no title other than the group's name. 
From the four other songs on side one 
it makes it hard to find a poor song. 
"Don't Make Me Do It" (which is the 
next song) would be my response to find 
a band song. 
A great little tune "Stop Trying" has 
harmony so crisp that it could cut. This 
is a song that all the females who have 
broken up with their boyfriends should 
play so their ex-mate can get an idea of 
what's happening. 
For some sax work by guitar player 
Johnny Colla check out "Now Here's 
You." After hearing the 'A' side you 
know this group has gone on too long 
without being heard of. 
Review 
Side two is almost as bright as the 
first side. There is a song or two that 
lack that something special that you 
heard on the first die, but they're still 
good. 
"Don't Ever Tell Me That You Love 
Me" is a tune that shouldn't be passed 
up. Colla again blows a nice solo on the 
song "Trouble In Paradise." 
Remember that you can catch the 
News anytime, you don't have to wait 
tilt six. Listen to Huey Lewis and the 
News and hear what you've missed by 
watching the wrong news. 
The Bus Boys are a band that put the 
black roots back in modern day rock 
with their LP "Minimum Wage Rock 
and Roll." 
I'm sure most of you have heard the 
hit "Dr. Doctor." Besides "Dr. Doctor" 
my other best picks from the opening 
side are "There Goes The Neigh- 
borhood'' and "Johnny SouI'd Out." 
Every Wednesday 
is Family Day! 
YouSav.M' 
U.S. 25 SOUTH 
DIAL 623-0253 
Three pieces of deltctooa 
•olden Famous Recipe 
Fried Chicken, mashed 
potatoes and gravy, 
creamy cole slaw, and 
btacutt.a complete meal 
The latter is a tune that goes along the 
lines of the classic "Johnny B. Goode." 
1 really do enjoy the new twist that they 
added. 
Side two has a true basketball Jones 
song "Tell The Coach." It could be on 
the sound track to the movie "The Fish 
That Saved Pitts burg " 
The Bus Boys are a different type of 
band. In a bizarre way they are 
somewhat of a comedy team, enjoyable 
yet strange in their own way. 
Talk about being a strange group. 
The Korgis are from England and have 
had the number one song in France and 
now are getting air play here in the 
states. 
The 'A' side has the big hit on it, 
"Everybody's Got To Learn 
Sometime." This is a simple and easy- 
to listen-to song. Somehow it catches 
your ears and it doesn't let go. 
All the tunes on this side are . . . 
catchy (for a lack of better words). The 
Korgis depend on keyboards and James 
Warren's vocals on this longplayer. The 
band uses over nine different models of 
keyboards alone. 
Another item that you take notice to 
is one of the members is wearing an 
Izod shirt. However I don't think that 
The Korgis will ever become an Izod 
band. 
The B' side has the album title song 
"Dumb Waiters" and a strange (to 
some) song "Rovers Return." I like dog 
songs and that's what "Rovers Return 
is about. It's not a real dog that you 
hear, but the work of this three-piece 
group. (Pink Floyd used a real dog and 
there are real dogs on that silly 
Christmas song where the dogs are 
suppose to be singing . . . ARF ARF 
Music never sits still. It's always 
changing. These bands have expressed 
my idea of modern day rock. My taste 
never is in one spot . . . just as the 
music, it's always flowing. 
Do re mi 
The University Singers begin their Winter Tour Feb. M along 




Bob Babbage, an instructor here at 
the University, has been named to the 
ArtsPlace Fund Drive Committee. 
The ArtsPlace Fund Drive Com- 
mittee was established for the 
renovation, equipping and endowment 
of the historic Lexington building, 
ArtsPlace. located on North Hill Street 
in Lexington. 
ArtsPlace, the headquarters of the 
Lexington Council of the Arts, will 
become the permanent home for its SI 
member organizations and will serve 
as a community center for the visual 
and performing arts in the Bluegrass. 
An estimated $2 million is needed to 
restore the building and make it 
operational again. 
According to Babbage, the com- 
mittee must match a $50,000 grant with 
$200,000. Of that amount, $10,000 must 
be raised by Aug. 1. 
Contributions from private 
businesses and pledges have already 
reached almost $100,000. 
Co-chairmen of the ArtsPlace Fund 
Drive Committee are Harriet M. 
Shanklin and John T. Bakhaus. 
Babbage announced in Tuesday's 
Lexingtoa Herald that he was a can- 
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Thursday. February It. INI 
Rosand to perform 
at Philharmonic 
Aaron Rosand. praised as being "one 
of the romantic violinists supreme" 
(New York Times), will make a return 
appearance with the Lexington 
Philharmonic on Feb. 20 and 21. per- 
forming Beethoven's Violin Concerto. 
The concerts, featuring works by 
Beethoven, will begin at 8 p.m. at the 
I-exington Opera House. 
Beethoven's Overture to the 
Creatures of Prometheus will open the 
concert. The ballet, honoring Maria 
Theresa, consort of the Emperor Franz 
of Austria, portrays Promelheiis as the 
creator of the human race. It is the only 
ballet score Beethoven ever wrote. 
Violin Concerto in D Major ranks 
among the greatest works for the in- 
strument. The solo part is ideally in- 
terwoven with the orchestra. 
Spiritually rich in nature, the work 
puts absolutely every technical device 
at the service of musical thought, 
feeling and communication. 
Since its composition in 1806. the 
work has established a prominent place 
for itself in the repertoires of the great 
violinists. 
Symphony No. 8. also on the 
program, was written in the autumn of 
1812 while Beethoven was visiting his 
brother Johann at his home in Lira. 
Throughout the visit Beethoven was 
in the worst of moods - rude, over- 
bearing and above all. interfering. 
Johann's romantic involvement with 
his housekeeper irked Beethoven, 
causing him to leave Linz in a rage. 
The Eighth Symphony contains not 
even a shadow of the emotional turmoil 
that accompanied the incident, 
however. 
Ironically, it is the happiest of 
Beethoven's nine symphonic works. 
One mood of good humor follows 
another throughout the piece. 
Guest artist Rosana last appeared 
with the Philharmonic in 1978 
He has been in the musical spotlight 
since his debut with the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra at age 10. During 
that time Rosand has performed 
continuously with the major orchestras 
of the world and given annual recital 
tours of the Americas. Europe and 
Africa. 
Rosand's recent solo appearances 
include engagements with the National 
Symphony, the New York Philhar- 
monic, the Minnesota Orchestra and 
the Concertgebouw Orchestra. 
Under the cultural exchange 
agreement between the United States 
and the Soviet Union. Rosand made his 
first tour of the Soviet Union in January 
1979. 
A recipient of the Belgian Ysaye 
Foundation Gold Medal. Rosand was 
also decorated Chevalier for Merite 
Culturel et Artistique in France. 
Rosand's numerous recordings have 
won much acclaim, becoming best- 
sellers on five continents. 
Tickets for both performances can be 
purchased for $12.50. $io and $5.50 at 
the Philharmonic office. 233-4226. 
located at 412 Rose Street. 
Student and senior-citizen tickets will 
be available immediately before each 
performance at the Lexington Opera 
House Box Office. 
Singers, Choir go on Tour 
The University Singers will be 
presenting a classical program to the 
The University Singers and the Show 
Choir begin their Winter Tour Feb. 26 
The first concert of the tour will be 
given in Montgomery County High 
School, located in Mt. Sterling. 
I-ater in the afternoon, the bands will 
be performing in Western Hills in 
Frankfort. 
On Friday. Feb. 27, the two bands will 
perform in Jeffersontown and Southern 
High Schools in the greater U>uisville 
area. 
high schools they will be performing 
for. 
The program includes works such as 
"Songs of Nature," by Dvorak: 
"Kyrie," by Schubert; "Cantique," by 
Faure and an old-time favorite, "When 
Johnny Comes Marching Home." 
The Show Choir will be presenting a 
program consisting of Broadway Music 
and several selections by Barry 
Manilow. ( 
Poetry competition announced 
A $1,000 grand prize will be awarded 
in the Special Poetry Competition 
sponsored by World of Poetry, a 
quarterly newsletter for poets. 
Poems of all styles and on any subject 
are -ehgible to compete for (he grand 
prize or for 49 other cash or mer- 
chandise awards, totaling over 
$10,000.00. 
Rules and official entry forms are 
available from the World of Poetry. 
2431 Stockton. Dept. N, Sacramento. 
California 95817. 
Oops 
Dr. Robert Hartwell conducts the 
Symphonic Band, not David Priester, 
as incorrectly stated in the cutline 
under the photograph on Page 13 in last 
week's Progress. 
In a story printed in last week's 
Progress on Page 7, a typing error was 
made in reference to Village Florist's 
prices on a dozen of roses. The article 





S. Meadow lark Dr. 
Grace Bain, Director 
Phone: Pre-Skool 623-0010 
Evenings & Weekends 986-9422 
Ages 6 months - 6 years 
Full  time care,  twenty  hour 
service,   kindergarten   and   pre- 
kindergarten     classes,     drop-in 
service. 
Close to KKU campus 
'Blue Kangaroo' 
to start Monday 
By BELINDA WAKO 
Staff Writer 
"The Blue Kangeroo," a children's 
play, will be presented to the general 
public Feb 27 in the Gifford Theater of 
the Jane F. Campbell Fine Arts 
Building. 
Because "The Blue Kangeroo" is a 
children's play it will only be open to 
the general public one night. 
The production will be shown to 
Richmond area grade school students 
as an afternoon matinee Feb. 23-27. 
"The Blue Kangeroo" is a one hour 
children's musical based on the award 
winning book "The Velveteen Rabbit " 
The plot has a theme that depicts how 
people treat each other. The plot also 
provides intrigue as it revolves around 
a jewelry theft and the challenge that 
results as an attempt to find the jewels 
is made. 
Judie Snider, assistant professor of 
Speech and Theater Arts at the 
University, is the director and also 
supervised costume and designer for 
the play. 
Snider said that she feels that 
although "The Blue Kangeroo" is a 
children's play, it should also appeal to 
adults. She also said that adults should 
realize that the play has much to offer 
and that the audience will be 
"pleasantly surprised" when they view 
the show. 
The production of "The Blue 
Kangeroo" is, in a sense, an ex- 
perimental production The popularity 
of the show will determine if another 
children's play will be worth the time 
and effort of the University theater 
department. 
If the play is a success, then a 
children's play will become a major 
theatrical production that is performed 
once every two years. 
According to Snider, a children's play 
requires just as much time and effort as 
any other theater production However, 
performing a children's play is 
sometimes difficult because a child 
audience is usually more 
discriminating than an adult audience. 
Children often respond to the actors 
in a limited way, yet adults normally do 
not. 
Producing "The Blue Kangeroo" 
involved all theater majors. The 
elaborate costumes were designed by 
one of Snider's classes. 
Auditions for the show were open to 
the public It was not necessary to be a 
theater major in order to audition 
Upcoming events 
Robert Hoagland III and Jacqueline Daly are shown rehearsing for the 
children's theater production, "The Blue Kangaroo." There will be a special 
evening performance for University students on Friday, Feb 27 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Gifford Theater. (photo by Connie Langley I 
Dave Webber will be giving a Senior 
BME Honors Trumpet Recital on 
Tuesday, Feb. 17. 
The recital will be at 8:30 p.m. in 
Brock Auditorium. 
Admission is free. 
•••••• 
The Symphonic Band will be giving a 
concert on Feb 23 at 8:30p.m. in Hiram 
Brock Auditorium. 
The concert is free. 
•••••• 
Jacqueline Roberts and Donald 
Henrickson will be presenting a duo 
faculty recital on Tuesday, Feb. 24. 
The recital will be at 8:30 in Brock 
Auditorium. 
Admission is free. 
Mick Fleetwood to release new album soon 
Koberl Summer, president of RCA 
Records, today announced that the 
label will release the first solo project 
by Mick Fleetwood. co-founder and 
drummer of Fleetwood Mac. 
Summer said. "The worldwide 
agreement brings one of today's great 
artists to our label It is an exciting 
association that I am certain will yield 
one of the most innovative albums of 
1981." 
The album is titled "Mick Fleet- 
wood's African Odyssey." and will 
feature Fleetwood's own compositions, 
as well as songs by other members of 
Fleetwood's band. 
"RCA is the only company that 
exhibited a general empathy for this 
entire project, which fulfills a lifelong 
dream forme." stated Fleetwood 
Mickey Shapiro, executive producer 
of the project and Fleetwood's long- 
time lawyer and associate, explained 
that "Thealbum will not be just African 
drumming. Those rhythms will be a 
base from which to build a modern, 
rock-symphonic synthesis 'of Western 
and African music." 
The recording of "Mick Fleetwood's 
African Odyssey" has already begun in 
Ghana Musicians on the album include 
Fleetwood on drums. George Hawkins 
(from the Kenny lx>ggins band) on 
bass. Todd Sharpe I from the Bob Welch 
band) on guitar and musicians of 
Ghana. 
Two. 24-track portable recording 
units have been flown to the country for 
excursions into Ghanian villages to 
discover local drummers and to record 
them on location 
Producing the album is Richard 
Dashut, who co-produced and 
engineered Fleetwood Mac's 
"Rumors," "Tusk," and "Fleetwood 
Mac Live" albums. Assisting him are 
engineers Billy Yodelman and Randy 
Ezrathy. 
A co-production team of the Ghana 
Film Industries Corporation and 
producers Fleetwood and Shapiro will 
film the recording of "Mick Fleet- 
wood's African Odyssey" for airing in 
America over the Public Broadcasting 
System. 
This marks the first time that the 
Ghanian Film Industry has worked on a 
project for American television. 
Six Arriflex cameras and 48,000 feet 
of 35mm film will be utilized during the 
six weeks of filming and recording. 
Culminating events in Ghana will be 
a concert Feb 21 in Accra, the coun- 
try's capitol. 
Over 10.000 people are expected to 
gather in Black Star Square to see 
Fleetwood and a number of local 
musicians perform the two different 
styles of indigenous Ghanian music - 
traditional and highlife. 
Proceeds from the concert will go to 
the Ghana Musicians Union. 
Final recording and mixing of "Mick 
Fleetwood's African Odyssey" will take 
place in Europe or the United States, as 
will the editing of the television special. 
Release dates for "Mick Fleetwood's 
African Odyssey" on RCA Records will 
be announced shortly. 
RICHMOND 
SPEED       WASH 
OUR LAUNDRY MAT OFFERS: 
Complete Coin Laundry Service 
Personal Laundry Service HOURS: 
Shirt Service M F 8 8 
Mending and Alterations Sat. 8 5 
Dry Cleaning Sun. 1-6 
Tha CJoMst Laundry Mat to Campus 
"You wish or w.1 was* for vou" 
206 S. THIRD NEXT TO SOUTH CENTRAL BELL 
Ocean Front Hotel 
Rooms in Lauderdale 
This Spring Break? 
Student Suntrips offers these 
accommodation right now! 
•As low as 4139/person/week 
'Conveniently located on 'The Strip' 
For Reservation Information 
Call Toll Free - 1 800 848 9540 
Arrangement! by Student Suntrips, Inc. 
Tired of Paying High 
Prices For Cuts & 
Perms? Call Betty 
Lou 's Hair & Skin 
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Job ft Instant 
Panput 
FOR TIIK FIN F.ST IN 
PHOT<M;RAP»IY 
Jim Cox Studio 
•23-3145 
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's) 
MAJOR IN lYIUSIC 
i with a minor investment!  
nffl/fffl/FRr-stereo 
with Cassette or 
;8-Trscli Player _ 
$6995 
Z_    ■■■■iModel 100: 3 8-Track ; 
1004 Cassette' 
— Fits most cars and trucks. Installs easily in or ————— 
under your dash. All hardware included 
_ CHARGE IT 
GOOD/YEAR. ZZBZfcX^:- 
SERVICE^STORES ZTSSS^SSZSSS 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
7:30    6:00 MON. FRI. 
7:30 -5:30 SAT. 
We Have A Lense To Fit Your Needs 
ECONOMY PLAN 
Soft Contact Lenses 
Single Vision Spheres 
(Includes Care Kit) 
Semi-Flexible 
(Single Vision Spheres) 
Hard Contact Lenses 
(Spheres, Single Vision) 
BRANDS 
We have several brands of the leading manufacturers 
of soft contact lenses including Bausch and Lomb SoftJenses. 
Other contact lenses available: 
(to correct tome forms of 
Gas Permeable, Bifocals, X-Chrom        color blindness while worn) 
The above prices do not include examination and fitting. 
The Contact Lens Center 
OPEN MONDAY FRIDAY 9-5 
SATURDAY 8-1 
205 Geri Lane. Richmond. Ky. 
623 6643 and 623-42677 
VISA AND 
MASTERCHARQE ACCEPTED 
■— ■wv^^v^v —«^^^ ■wpwniOTHPi^i HHMHBMBHWOT* 
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Students are reminded that there is 
less than one month remaining until 
mid-semester deficiency grades are 
due to the Registrar. Mid-semester 
grades affect eligibility for pre- 
registration for Fall Semester 1961. 
Students will not be permitted to pre- 
register in April for the fall semester 
1981 if: 
1. They are on academic probation, 
i.e.. cumulative GPA is less than 2.0 
(first semester freshmen are not af- 
fected by this restriction 1 or 
2. They have an "F" on the mid- 
semester grade report or 
3. They have more than one "D" on 
the mid-semester grade report. 
Allied Health and Nursing students 
will not be permitted to pre-register if 
they are on academic probation or have 
any mid-semester deficiency grades in 
their major or supporting coursework. 
iPre-Allied Health and Pre-Nursing 
students are not governed by this 
special restriction.) 
Students who will be in supervised 
student teaching during the fall 
semester 1981 should not pre-register 
Bookstore to open 
on Eastern By-pass 
(Continued from Page 1) 
In order to attract business to his 
store. Bent Icy must not only overcome 
an inferior location, but he also must 
demonstrate to students his products 
are so much cheaper than the 
University's bookstore that the final 
price total will be smaller - despite the 
fact that he, unlike the University, must 
charge sales tax. 
"I have to be realistic - I am going to 
have to charge sales tax on certain 
items," explained Bent ley "And so on 
those items, we are going to have to be 
extremely competitive in our price. We 
are going to have to be better than they 
Bentley said the addition of a second 
bookstore in the city is "the best thing 
that ever happened to this campus.'' 
"When you have the market cor- 
nered, you become a little lackadaisical 
in your attitude. You are the fat cats. 
But now, both bookstores are going to 
have to work hard." 
Bentley said he plans to hire several 
students to work part time as tales- 
clerks in the new store. He explained 
about 30 students will be hired at the 
beginning of the semester and abouC 
hair of those students will be retained to 
work throughout the semester. 
Bentley has contracts with tout- 
major wholesalers of textbooks, in an 
effort, he said, to always be able to buy; 
students' books back because at least- 
one of the wholesalers will be able to 
usethebook. 
Although the store was operating at a; 
profit, Wallace's Bookstore closed irv 
Richmond in 1976 due to a "corporate 
decision," said Bentley. The national 
company closed all its Kentucky stores; 
at that time, leaving only one privately; 
- owned bookstore in Kentucky -' 
Kennedy's Bookstore in Lexington. 
Atkins discusses cuts 
Spring Break begins at 
the University March 9 
and extends through 
Marchl3. 
Dribbling along 
Tina Wermuth, a forward for the Lady Colonels, dribbled 
down the court in last night's game against Tennessee Tech. 
Although Wermuth scored a total of 19 points, the Lady 
Colonels lost the game 87-67. 
Safety personnel acknowledge animosity 
(Continued from Page I) 
The cartoon depicted two officers 
standing in a parking lot where 
students are being molested and autos 
are being vandalized. 
The two officers are looking at ticket 
books; "That's our ticket quota for 
today," said one, "let's head on in!" 
Pillow said, "I thought it was kind of 
humorous, but 1 don't think it provided 
any kind of factual statement." 
Cartoons and articles such as this 
which have been published recently 
have resulted in a change in the attitude 
the students have towards security, 
said Pillow. 
"I noticed the week the articles came 
out on the parking tickets, we had more 
abusive and irate students." he said. 
Because of the publicity, he added, a 
freshman coming into the University 
may have a bad initial impression of 
the division. 
But Pillow admitted that he can 
empathize with students whose cars are 
broken into by a vandal who eludes 
capture by the division. 
"I'm actually out there trying to find 
somebody breaking into cars," he said. 
"I don't want anybody breaking into 
my car." 
Pillow said that the negative feelings 
some students hold may partially be the 
result of a communications gap; the 
students may see the officers as 
inhuman. 
In the Brewer Building where the 
Division of Public Safety is located, a 
sign hanging from a file cabinet 
proclaims the "twelfth" com- 
mandment - "Thou shalt not hassle." 
It reflects the feelings of some of 
those who work in the office. 
Jan Quige is a counter clerk at the 
division; she is one of the women who 
handles the students who come into the 
building to pay parking fines. 
"I don't think anyone likes to pay 
tickets and I'm the first one they see." 
she said. 
Quige explained that some students 
can get quite excited. 
"At first I thought I wasn't going to be 
able to handle it." she said. "It's kind of 
hard when you're not the one who gave 
the ticket." 
But Quige added that after two years 
in the off ice. she can now "handle it." 
The trick is to bring the student down 
emotionally, she said, then the situation 
can be explained to the student 
"I think wedoa good job down here." 
Quige concluded. 
Deborah Douglas, the division's 
senior secretary for the past five years, 
is another who confronts students 
paying fines. 
"We try our best to understand 
them." she said. "We take a lot off of 
them, but that's our job." 
"I've had comments; 'Why do you 
take this crap?'" 
But. Douglas said, the situation is' 
netting better because the students are 
"getting to learn the system just like 
(Continued from page 1) 
Until that time, the University will 
have no idea how large a chunk will 
have to come from its budget. 
Powell said he also discussed with 
Atkins the "impact that the current 
reduction had on the University" and 
"possible areas that would be affected 
if a severe budget reduction is made 
next year." 
Powell, Atkins and Warren also met 
with a group composed of the chairman 
of the Board of Regents, both the 
student and faculty regents, the Student 
Association president and the Ad- 
ministrative Council, which consists of 
the vice presidents and the budget 
director. 
"In that meeting we really did the 
same sort of thing. ' Powell remarked, 
adding that "nothing specific" was 
discussed. 
However, Powell said he reiterated 
the University's priorities, which have 
been consistent in the past several 
years 
"In our approach to whatever we 
have to do, we're going to have two 
priorities . . . after unavoidable costs 
have been provided for . . . to provide 
the necessary faculty for the course of 
study . . and, two, to provide salary 
increments for employees," said 
Powell, that will help to "offset the 
increase in the cost of living." 
Tuition increases, which are ex 
peeled for next year, were also brought 
up in the group's discussion. Powell 
said that, although the amount is still 
speculative, tuition hikes for 1981-82 
range anywhere from 10 to 20 percent. . 
According to Powell, the Council on 
Higher Education has said that the 
University's tuition rate is below the 
benchmark figure. 
"One of the concerns expressed by 
Clay bum Trowell (president of the 
Student Association) . . . and I think I 
agree with him was with the tuition 
increase," Powell commented. 
Powell said that the concern over: 
higher tuition is coupled with President 
Ronald Reagan's plan to reduce federal 
aid for higher education. Reagan's; 
budget proposal to go before Congress; 
includes the reducing of federal grant 
eligibility and the phasing-out of former; 
President Jimmy Carter's guaranteed; 
student loan program. 
"In terms of a tuition increase... the: 
funds realized for such an increase 
should be used for higher education 
and not for meeting budget reductions, 
in state government," Powell replied. 
Powell said that the tuition increases. 
will probably come up at the next 
regular meeting of the Council on 
Higher Education to be held sometime; 
in April. 
UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES ^ 
THE UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES MOVIES ARE PRE 
SENTED IN FERRELL ROOM. COMBS BUILDING SEVEN 
NIGHTS PER WEEK AT THE LISTED TIME. PLEASE WATCH 
SCHEDULE FOR STARTING TIME AS THEV VARY WITH TMI 
LENGTH OF FILM ADMISSION IS S1.00 AND LIMITED TO 
EKU STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF. AND GUESTS FOJ 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL STUDENT ACTIVITIES' 
822 3856 .55 
"Bronco Billy " 
Feb. 22, 23, & 24 
Sunday, Monday & Tuesday 
7&9:30 p.m. 
"Eyes of Laura Mars " 
Saturday, Feb. 28 
7 & 9p.m. 
Sunday, March 1 
7&9:30p.m. 
*f Tonight, Feb.19 
7&9 
p.m. 
A itoty about havmg the 
■WP to to what yoti an. 
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Fri.. Feb  20 2001 
Sat.. Feb. 21 Bronco Billy 
Fri.. Feb. 27   • 
Sat.. Feb. 28 
The Blues Brothers 
The Blues Brothers 
Late Show 
11:30 p.m. 
And Justice for AD 
And Justice for AD 
Eyes of Laura Mars , 
Eyes of Laura Mars 
Interested in Cheerleading 
for 81-82? 
.   Students (male and female) interested in trying out for the 
EKU Cheerleading Squad for the 1981-82 academic year 
are invited to attend a meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 25 
at 9 p.m. in the Kennamer Room of the Powell Building. 
 For further mfoiroation, call 88W. 
EKUCENTERBOARD 
Presents 
A Special Lecture Featuring 
Richard Morefield 
*   Former U.S. Hostage and Counsel General 
of the U.S. Embassy in Iran. 
. 
To Speak On      ' 'American Security Today'' 
Wednesday, March 4, at 7:30 p.m. 
V 








Known by millions of Americans for his role 
in the movie and TV series' 'The Paper Chase'' 
Both Lectures Are Free And Open To The Public 
/ 
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Life is noisy. From the textbook to the tube, the 
world keeps talking at you with a daily overdose of 
information. Yet. like a well-programmed comput- 
er, you're expected to consume all that raw data and 
produce an endless stream of clear responses—in 
The Anatomy of a Message... 4 
Your eyes, your ears, your hands, your smile—ajl send and 
receive a constant flow of subtle communications. We 
tuned in to a few of the key words and signals that make this 
system run. 
Howlb Say What\bu Mean ..7 
For most people, making a speech is unadulterated agony 
If you cringe before crowds or panic in class presentations, 
our public speaking tips can help. 
^ou Must Remember This... 14 
Whether you're trying to match a name with a face or 
summon up the answers to a test, good communication 
means retrieving information when you need it. Here, 
some memorable ways to keep the facts at your finger- 
tips. 
Write It Ri^t! 16 
Sure, tortured all-nighters and disastrous essay exams are 
a part of The College Experience. But listen, go ahead and 
check out our shortcuts for producing peerless prose with 
less pain. 
Group Dynamics 19 
Whoever invented the committee was no great fan of clear 
communication. Here, some valuable advice on how to cut 
through the chaos as a leader or a follower. 
One On One 20 
It's those simple, everyday encounters—with a parent, a 
roommate, a friend, an adviser—that offer the most 
room for getting your signals crossed. We've come to your 
emotional rescue with tips for handling a host of tricky 
personal transactions. 
the form of essays, papers, class discussions, and 
amazing feats of multiple-choice memory. To help 
you monitor the signals and get your own message 
across, we've assembled this six-pack of techniques 
for effective communication. Drink it in! 
10 TALK TO      CUIKHMb ima> 

















FORDS INSIDER: A CONTINUING SERIES 
OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS 
is sponsored by Ford Division of Ford Motor 
Company and published by 13-30 Corporation 
(which also produces such familiar campus pub- 
lications as NUTSHELL and THE GRADUATE). 
Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an indi- 
cation of their desire to provide services to 
college students. Please take the time to let us 
know how you like this supplement by returning 
the postage-paid card on page 8. And for more 
information on Ford's product line, use the card 
on page 16. 
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INSIDER 
SECTION ONE 
The Anatomy of a Message 
I 
What we 
haw here is 
a failure to 
communicate. 
Each day. the nitre 
lone of your voice 
and the look in 
your eyes send out sig- 
nals by which people 
judge your motives and 
rate your intelligence. 
In the face of all this 
pressure, who knows 
how many brilliant wit- 
ticisms go astray be- 
tween conception and 
delivery? 
Relax; it's only your 
future. To a vast ex- 
tent, how well you send 
and receive such mes- 
sages determines 
whether you'll suc- 
ceed in school, on 
the job, and even in 
your personal life. 
Help is on the way, 
however. On the fol- 
lowing pages you'll 
find a variety of tech- 
niques for getting the 
static out of your com- 
munication system. 
But first some facts 
about the subtle mix of 
words and signs that 
makes that system run. 
The Eyes 
Have It 
It's said the eyes are the 
window of the soul. They 
may also let others "read" 
our emotions, desires, and 
feelings. Even the time we 
spend looking at others can 
denote interest or lack of it. 
According to Julius Fast, 
author of Body Laagaageof 
Sex. Power, and Aggresnoa. 
a glance held for less than 
three seconds signals. "You 
are another human being. I 
recognize you as such." If 
one person holds a stran- 
ger's glance for more than 
three seconds it means. "I 
am interested in you." 
All cultures don't use the 
same signals, however. 
Latin Americans and Mid- 
dle Easterners have longer 
"looking times" than ours: 
Asians and Europeans have 
shorter ones. North African 
Tuaregs search each 
other's eyes avidly as they 
talk, while the Japanese 







A native Georgian com- 
plains that students on his 
Mid western campus are un- 
friendly—they never smile 
at each other when they 
pass. A New Englander 
transplanted to a Southern 
campus wonders why every- 
one grins all the time What's 
the trouble? A difference in 
cultural perspective, accord- 
ing to Ray Birdwhistell. one 
of the first psychologists to 
study body language Ameri- 
cans in the Southeast hold 
the record for smiling, while 
those in the Great Lakes 
region tend to smile the 
least. Does this mean that 
Southerners are just inher- 
ently friendlier? Not neces- 
sarily, according to Bird- 
whistell A Southerner's cul- 
tural upbringing has taught 
him that a smile denotes 
hospitality and good man- 
ners, while New England 
ers restrain smiles in public 
to show polite reserve. 
Southerners who tend to 
smile a lot may be viewed 
with suspicion and hostility 
by their Northern counter- 
parts. In the South apolo- 
gizing without smiling may 
be seen as insincere behav- 
ior, but in other portions of 
the country apologizing with 




Some cultures search one 
another's eye pupils for non- 
verbal signals, according to 
anthropologist Edward T. 
Hall, who has helped train 
American diplomats for 
overseas service. In the Mid- 
dle Eastern countries, for 
example, people tend to 
stand about two feet apart 
instead of the five feet cus- 
tomary to Americans. This 
way they see the size of 
each other's pupils, accord- 
ing to Hall, and can use this 
as an indicator of how the 
other person is responding 
to a situation. For example, 
a person's pupils tend to 
dilate when he's interested 
and contract upon hearing 




For the engineering or 
science major, producing 
dear and readable abstracts, 
lab reports, or project papers 
can be a tough chore. The 
first step in creating papers 
that earn top grades is to 
consider the audience you're 
writing for. advises Dr. 
James Paradis, an associ- 
ate professor of technical 
communications at the Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology. Because so many 
project reports written on 
the job will be seen by mana- 
gerial as well as profession- 
al groups. Paradis tells his 
students to learn to write 
for both audiences. An ap- 
pendix should be included 
at the back of the report 
outlining the more technical 
data: this allows a nontech- 
nical tone to be maintained 
in the body of the text itself. 
After constructing the text 
of a report, graphs and charts 
should be included to add 
validity to study results and 
break up the monotony of 
written text. Some tips on 
how to use them: 
• Use tables for precise, 
detailed information, and 
graphs when it's necessary 
to have a greater visual 
impact. Graphs are more 
effective when writing for a 
nontechnical audience. 
• Unless you have more than 
SO charts in a sequence, 
insert them in the body of 
the text. For reports with 
more than SO charts, include 
a separate section. 
• Spend some extra time 
thinking about accurate and 




Land of Doublespeak." 
You are entering a world of 
euphemisms and deceptive phrasing. 
Someday the dean's 
welcoming speech 
may include such a use- 
ful caveat. Until then, 
most students will have 
to learn the hard way 
that it's vital to read be- 
tween the lines when 
perusing information on 
apartments, jobs, and 
courses. Some com- 
mon examples of Grade 
A college doublespeak... 
in course descriptions: 
Convenient to the interstate. 
This usually means you're 
living next to a highway. 
Country setting. It may take 
a half-hour drive to get to 
the closest convenience store 
Attention placed on enhanc- 
ing writing skills. Plan on a 
lot of term papers, with extra 
emphasis on grammar and 
structure. 
Department permission only. 
Unless you've got contacts 
in the school or you are a 
last-quarter senior, your 
chances of getting in are 
slim. 
Unstructured classes. Count 
on a lot of outside work, 
with little direction from 
the professor. 
Required course. If you're 
going to have a class with 
250 people, this will usually 
be it. 
A basic introduction. Don't 
plan on spending too much 
time on one subject. These 
classes are notorious for 
skimming topics. 
Adult complex. In a college 
town, this usually means no 
students are welcome. 
Year-round lease. If you're 
not going to be around sum- 
mer quarter you'll have to 
sublet 
Walk to campus. Plan on a 
lot of illegal parking and a 
big traffic jam on football 
weekends 
Energy-efficieat construction. 
This sometimes means that 
the shower has little water 
pressure and that the ther- 
mostats are regulated by 
the office. 
in job ads: 
Need 20 sharp people. Gen- 
erally, companies that need 
'20 people at one time are 
filling temporary sales jobs. 
Telephone work. These jobs 
usually pay strictly by com- 
mission. ,_, 
tjjj/ 
Spacious two and three bed- 
rooms. Compared to a dorm 
room, anything is spacious. 
Need own transportation. 
Plan on spending a lot of 
time on the road. 
Convenient student hours. 
This means lots of night and 
Sunday afternoon work. 
Language Lovers 
Of the World, Unite! 
"I believe in calling a 
desk a desk, not a pupil 
station.' And I prefer going 
to the library instead of to 
the 'learning resource cen- 
ter.'" So says Professor 
William Lutz, head of the 
Rutgers University English 
department and president 
of the National Doublespeak 
Committee, a group whose 
goal is to wipe out euphe- 
misms in our lifetime. 
While euphemisms exist 
in business and govern- 
ment. Lutz believes that 
doublespeak is gaining the 
most ground at universities. 
"College administrators 
use euphemisms to make 
the ordinary sound un- 
ordinary—that is. fancier, 
more important. After all, a 
dean sitting in his big 
college office has to think of 
some way to justify it all." 
The committee, a branch 
of the National Council of 
Teachers of English, began 
10 years ago at a NCTE 
convention. The approxi- 
mately 50-member group 
puts out the Public Double- 
speak Newsletter four times 
a year and gives annual 
Doublespeak Awards. Last 
year's winner, the nuclear- 
power industry, won 
because, according to Lutz, 
it invented a whole new 
vocabulary of jargon and 
euphemisms during the 
Three Mile Island incident 
The committee presented 
an award for the best ex- 
ample of doublespeak from a 
foreign source. The winner 
was General Joao Baptista 
Figueiredo. who upon 
being elected Brazil's next 
president told reporters. "I 
intend to open this country to 
democracy, and anyone 
who is against that I will 
jail. I will crush." 
Social I.Q.: Catching 
Unspoken Clues 
If sociologist Dane Archer 
had his way. all professional 
school entrance exams would 
judge applicants not onlyon 
their academic skills but 
also on their abilities to de 
tect relationships and 
unspoken emotions in the 
people around them 
Archer, author of How to 
Expand Your Social Intel- 
ligence Quotient (M Evans. 
1980. $5 95) believes that we 
all have a potentially good 
SI, or the knack of picking 
up nonverbal signals but 
that we aren't trained to use 
this skill. Because the GRE. 
MCAT.and LSAT don't test 
such abilities, he feels that 
schools aren't turning out 
the best doctors and 
lawyers possible 
"Professionals need to be 
able to see past mere words 
and detect the true 
emotions of the persons they 
are dealing with." Archer 
says. For example, a doctor 
should be able to sense fear 
or nervousness in a patient. 
Among college under- 
grads, theater majors tend 
to score the highest on SI 
tests because they've been 
trained to communicate 
through nonverbal methods 
Women also score con- 
sistently higher, perhaps 
because they have usually 
been conditioned to pay 
attention to small details 
This is not to say that people 
can't pick up the skills late 
in life. Archer notes. "All 
we need to do is unshackle 
ourselves from strictly ver- 
bal communication. 
Stop, Look, and Listen 
"You can win friends, 
mellow enemies, help loved 
ones, and change your own 
life through developing your 
powers of assertive listen- 
ing." promise Baxter and 
Corinne Geeting in their 
book How To Listen Asser- 
tively The Geetings tell you 
how to develop such asser- 
tive listening techniques as 
"full-color listening." which 
stresses taking part in the 
conversation—disagreeing or 
agreeing, commending or 
criticizing—when hearing 
someone's comments rather 
than just passively listen- 
ing to them. (Sovereign 
Books, 1971. $2.95). 
INSIDER 
SECTION ONE: THE ANATOMY OF A MESSAGE 
WHAT'S 
SHAKIN'? 
Anthropologists suggest that the custom of shaking 
hands got started when a friendly prehistoric type 
stretched out his hand to prove be didn't have a club in it. 
Somehow, this ancient ritual has survived; in business, the 
handshake is still a measure of personality and a firm, dry 
clasp makes a good first impression. On the other hand, 
here's how people tend to read some all too commonly 
encountered shakes: 
• Jackhammer. Hands are 
grasped mechanically and 
pumped up and down in a 
series of convulsive jerks. 
This suggests the person is 
mentally rigid, strong-willed, 
and inflexible 
• Territorial. The arm is 
held close to the body, with 
elbow bent at a right angle 
This person is cautious and 
sticks neither his arm nor 
his neck out very far. 
• Compulsive. This type 
never misses a chance to 
shake hands—when he ar- 
rives, leaves, passes you on 
the street. This is a sign of a 
strong need for acceptance. 
It's popular with politicians 
• Limp. The fingers are like 
wet spaghetti and the grip is 
tentative. This type of shake 
is often linked with insecur- 
ity and a negative outlook on 
life. 
Next Lecture, Take 
Note of the System 
If you're having trouble 
taking notg$ in some of your 
classes, it could be because 
you're hearing the lecture 
but not really listening to it. 
The secret to taking good 
notes, according to Dr. Ly- 
man Steil. a professor in the 
rhetoric department at the 
University of Minnesota, is 
not only hearing the lecture 
content but also listening 
for the method the profes- 
sor uses to present the 
lecture. Some of the most 
common techniques: 
Point system. The pro- 
fessor walks into class, an- 
nounces that three topics 
will .be covered in the lec- 
ture, and then proceeds to 
take those points one by 
one." says Steil. "It'savery 
predictable and easily or- 
ganized lecture." 
Problem cause and effect. 
"The professor declares that 
a problem exists and then 
explains why. The lecture is 
built around examining the 
reasons." 
Chronology. "A subject 
like a medieval war is se- 
lected and then discussed in 
the order that it occurred 
This usually makes for very 
easy note-taking." 
Pictoral. "A visual ex- 
ample is given for every 
point of the lecture. Some- 
times this can really help 
when trying to remember 
major points later." 
Communication Is a Lot Mure Than Talking to Plants 
Back in college, horticulture major Mary 
Edwards took composition and speech 
courses only because they were required, 
and she enrolled in creative writing to fill a 
spare slot in her schedule. Since she 
graduated from Michigan State University, 
however, the 22-year-old Edwards has 
used communications skills heavily. She 
started a greenhouse: helped produce TV 
commercials and newspaper ads; and hired 
employees and conducted tours for her 
family's antique display, petting barn, 
doughnut shop, and orchard. 
Wholesalers and suppliers are the most 
difficult people to deal with because they 
don't take her seriously as a young business 
person,  Edwards reports.  To skirt that 
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problem she makes sure she knows what 
she's talking about and gets to the point 
quickly. Research beforehand, she 
advises—and talk to a lot of people before 
you make decisions. 
"If you are still not taken seriously." she 
says, "then you must use the technical 
language of the wholesalers correctly to get 
their attention." 
Edwards now wishes she had taken more 
communications classes when she was in 
school; she would have taken Spanish so 
she could talk to the migrant workers and a 
public-speaking class so she could give 
better tours. Currently, she's studying sign 
language so she can conduct tours for deaf 
children. 
Coming Soon 
To a Dictionary 
Near You 
Part of the battle to de- 
velop a strong vocabulary 
involves keeping up with all 
those scientists, engineers, 
and businessmen who are 
busily making up new words 
to describe recent advances 
in their fields. Below are a 
few terms you should 
encounter frequently in the 
very near future. 
1 Gene replication. Until 
recently this was rarely 
heard outside of Biology 101. 
Yet because of recent de- 
cisions by the Supreme 
Court outlining the bounda- 
ries of such experimenta- 
tion, you can expect to hear 
a lot more of this term in the 
next few years. 
2. CETI (communication 
with extraterrestrial intel- 
ligence). This term is al- 
ready part of the everyday 
language of NASA personnel. 
3. Technoterrorists. This 
refers to a new generation 
of terrorists who are show- 
ing signs of sophistication in 
targeting vulnerable points 
in modem society. 
4. Chronobiological diet. 
People eager to lose weight 
will concentrate not only on 
how much they eat or what 
they eat but also on exactly 
when they eat. 
How lb Say 
What You Mean 
A FATE WORSE THAN DEATH? 
The Book of Lists 
claims that 
Americans fear 
speaking in public 
more than they 
fear heights, bugs, 
or death 
According to Dr Robert 
Ambler, who teaches a 
course (or speech-anxious 
students at the University 
of Tennessee in Knoxville. 
these feelings cause adren- 
aline to pour into your 
body, halting your diges- 
tive system and making 
your heart beat faster 
Meanwhile, your brain tells 
you that failure is im- 
minent. 
Expert speakers use a 
wide variety of tricks for 
keeping stage fright at 
bay, but most still stress 
the old advice that a well- 
prepared speech is nine- 
tenths delivered. Mill,nil 
Bennett and John D. Cor- 
rigan. authors of Success- 
ful Communication and 
Effective Speaking (Pren- 
tice-Hall. 1976. $10 95). list 
four key ideas to remem- 
ber when preparing a 
speech after you've chosen 
a topic: 
To begin with, ask your- 
self some basic questions 
Why is this topic important0 
What is the purpose of the 
talk0 Who is the audience0 
When and in what environ- 
ment is the talk to be giv- 
en0 Try to imagine your- 
self as a member of the 
audience in order to an- 
ticipate its interests and 
attention span. 
Next, make a simple out- 
line. Cover only one point 
in a five-minute speech 
and a maximum of three 
main points in a 30-minute 
speech. A three-point out- 
line is easy for you to 
remember and easy for 
your audience to under 
stand 
Third, start writing 
Don't worry about gram- 
mar, spelling, or organi- 
zation—just write off the 
top of your head These 
ideas will represent about 
80 percent of your final 
speech Once you have 
your ideas you can start 
researching, organizing, 
and cleaning up the lan- 
guage. 
Finally, analyze and 
clarify your ideas, then 
revise until you find the 
most precise words to ex- 
press those thoughts. Don't 
be afraid to erase unim- 
portant or irrelevant ideas 
Read your words aloud 
Do they sound like you? 
Do your ideas make sense? 
No matter how well your 
speech is constructed, you 
can still shoot yourself in 
the foot A poised and nat 
ural-sounding presentation 
usually requires practice 
Here's a strategy that many 
speakers recommend: 
• Memorize a short open 
ing (three or four typewrit- 
ten lines) and a conclusion 
The memorized opening will 
get you through those initial 
moments at the podium and 
will prepare the audience 
for your subject A memo- 
rized conclusion will tell you 
when to stop-and can be 
plugged in if you forget what 
comes next or suddenly run 
out of things to say 
• Memorize your outline to 
insure that you will be able 
to cover your main points 
quickly if your time is cut 
short or your audience begins 
to yawn and squirm. 
• Practice the entire speech, 
using your notes if you have 
to. in front of a test audience 
Talk to friends, roommates, 
or a row of stuffed animals 
The more familiar you are 
with your material, the more 
enthusiastic you will be and 
the less likely you are to 
blow your speech. 
Five Ways To 
Blow It 
Rob Tucker, a researcher 
who writes education pro- 
grams in speech communi- 
cations for Toastmasters In- 
ternational, cites these five 
common mistakes made by 
amateur speakers: 
I. They try to imitate the 
style of another speaker 
2 They fail to project a 
sense of confidence, using 
poor posture, inappropriate 
gestures, and little variety 
in pitch, voice, and tone 
modulation 
3 They tend to speak down 
to the audience, using jar- 
gon or technical references 
that the listener can't iden 
tify with 
4 They don't prepare enough 
supporting information to 
back up their own state- 
ments of fact or opinion 
5 They tend to lack dynam- 
ic opening and closing lines 
in their presentations 
To Think Fast, 
Pause First 
"In aquestion-and-answer 
session, you should think 
first and avoid pouncing on 
a question.'' says Susan Per 
kins, who has been ques- 
tioned by groups from Sa- 
vannah to Seattle since she 
was crowned Miss America 
of 1978 
Perkins, who now works 
as a representative for sev- 
eral companies, always tries 
to pause long enough to form 
a rough outline in her mind 
and determine if her ideas 
make sense and follow a 
logical plan 
Answer the difficult and 
hostile questions candidly.'' 
she recommends. "Keep 
your voice in the same tone, 
speak slowly, and don't get 
embarrassed Try to deter 
mine why the question was 
asked and what the ques- 
tioner wants to know." 
Random Notes 
For informal presentations, 
a note-card outline offers a 
good security blanket that 
helps you remember your 
main points and keeps you 
from straying off the topic. 
Some tips: 
• Mount the cards in a small 
ring notebook Then you 
won't have to worry about 
dropping or flipping the 
cards. 
• To avoid confusion put 
only one statement or idea 
on a card. 
• Print in BIG letters and 
don't use abbreviations un- 
less you can remember them 
• Exaggerate punctuation, 
use dashes to remind you of 
pauses, and underline es- 
sential points in another color 
• Colored stickers can help 
remind you to smile, use a 
visual aid. or stop bad hab 
its 
INSIDER 
SECTION TWO: HOW TO SAY WHAT YOU MEAN 
I 
I 
Ma Bell's Bits 
Make Beautiful 
Music 
Thai telephone voice thai 
tells you "'your call cannot 
he completed as dialed" is 
probably controlled by com- 
puter The same technology 
may also reproduce your 
favorite albums, preserv- 
ing the original sounds for 
thousands of playbacks. 
A computer recording pro- 
cess has been used for the 
past few years to produce 
some of Ma Bell's messages, 
to warn pilots of potential 
problems in their planes, 
and to expedite services in 
many other industries. 
According to a Bell Lab- 
oratories spokesman, the 
process translates sounds 
into electronic impulses that 
are stored magnetically in 
computer memory as ones 
and zeros (binary bits). Lat- 
er, on cue, the computer 
electronically recreates the 
original sound vibrations. 
In August 1979. record 
companies began using dig- 
ital recording to duplicate 
musical sounds, which they 
then transferred to records 
and tapes. Playback equip- 
ment is now being developed 
to allow the audiophile to 
listen directly to computer 
memory, making his records 
and tapes obsolete. Using 
this recording melhod. there 
is no perceptible distortion 
because the sounds stored 
in computer memory are 
not changed by the imper- 
fections of magnetic tape or 
record surfaces Computer 
memory does not wear out 
from repeated playings and 
does not warp or change. 
Parlez-Xfous With 
Good Vibrations? 
A method of teaching deaf 
children to speak may make 
it easier for American stu 
dents to learn a foreign lan- 
guage without books, vo- 
cabulary lists, grammar les- 
sons, and homework 
Instructors from the In- 
stitute of Aural Rehabilita- 
tion in Tennessee are using 
the Vei-ho Tonal Method to 
teach Spanish. German, and 
French to college students 
This method, developed at 
Zagreb University in Yugo- 
slavia, has been previously 
used in the United States to 
improve the listening skills 
of the hearing-impaired so 
they could learn to speak. 
"Teaching a deaf child to 
speak is like teaching him a 
foreign language." says 
Wayne Kline, language di- 
rector of the institute, "only 
it is much more involved." 
Both foreign-language stu- 
dents and the hearing-im- 
paired learn to speak the 
same way babies do—they 
hear sounds that match 
visual situations, and then 
they repeat the sounds. Stu- 
dents never see written 
words until they can pro- 
nounce the sounds and rhy 
thms of a language. They 
learn the sounds by listen- 
ing to conversation ampli- 
fied by a Suvag machine, 
which filters language into 
various frequencies and 
transmits the frequencies 
that the hearing-impaired 
are most sensitive to. The 
Suvag also accentuates the 
rhythms and intonations of 
the language so students 
will become accustomed to 
the patterns. 
Once students learn to re- 
peat the vibrations and as- 
sociate them with visual sit- 
uations, they can learn to 
speak After they learn to 
speak, they can concentrate 




When a recent study com- 
pared the importance of 
words, tone of voice, and 
body and facial language in 
human communication, re 
suits indicated that 55 per 
cent of meaning is conveyed 
through body language. 38 
percent through tone of voice, 
and only 7 percent through 
actual words In other words, 
what you say can often mat- 
ter less than how you say it. 
Good pitch. pace, and res- 
onance can make your spo- 
ken words more dynamic 
and impressive. Pitch should 
be low. according to voice 
teacher and speech consul- 
tant Dorothy Darnoff. "The 
body is sound-sensitive, and 
it is the lower voice that 
strokes the body." she says. 
High-pitched voices can of- 
ten be irritating and lacking 
in authority. 
Relaxation is an impor- 
tant factor in pitch control. 
Speech pathologists suggest 
checking your pitch level by 
saying' urn-hum" as though 
you were agreeing with 
someone. Then say "urn- 
hum one. nm hum two." If 
the level of the "um-hum" 
sounds close to that of the 
numbers, you're probably 
using the correct pitch. 
Speed talkers leave a 
listener lagging far behind 
and give the impression of 
being impersonal. Darnoff 
suggests that you test your 
pace by reading aloud for 
one minute A count of 170 
words per minute is about 
the right speed. 
Voice-tone focus or res- 
onance is closely related to 
the pitch level. Make a 
humming voice with your 
lips closed. As the sound 
escapes through the nose 
you should feel a constant 
vibrating sound. 
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Building Better Body Language 
You know you're intel- 
ligent, confident, and capa- 
ble, but your body may be 
telling the world you're in- 
secure Women speakers 
have special trouble with 
negative body language be- 
cause traditionally feminine 
behavior often conveys in- 
security to an audience, ac- 
cording to the Atlanta speech- 
consulting firm Speakeasy 
Inc. Among the firm's sug- 
gestions: 
Stand balanced on both 
feet, keeping them about 
six or eight inches apart 
The fashion-model stance— 
knees close together with 
one ankle wrapped behind 
the other—makes you ap- 
pear weak even if the audi- 
ence can't see your legs It 
says. "I can't stand on my 
own two feet." 
Gesture if you want to 
Tension caused by restrain- 
ing gestures travels up and 
down your body and can 
make you look and feel ter- 
rible Just before you make 
your speech, walk a few 
steps on stage to get rid of 
shaky knees. 
An apology at the begin- 
ning of the speech and up- 
ward inflections at the ends 
of sentences may tell the 
audience "I don't know what 
I'm doing " Sound authori 
tative; you were asked to 
speak because your opinion 
is valuable. Before you speak, 
try reading angry poetry — 
Carl Sandburg, for exam 
pie—aloud Pull from your 
soul the outrage that he ex 
presses on the page This 
lowers a squeaky voice and 
makes you sound convinc- 
ing 
Calling Sounds to Circle Round 
Between the soapbox 
speech and the opera solo 
lies a wide variety of ways 
to play that subtle instru- 
ment, the human voice. 
Rusty McLean gave up a 
career as a biologist to stand 
in front of 80 to 800 people a 
night and use his voice to 
get them moving The 24- 
year-old graduate of Quin- 
nipiac College in Connecti- 
cut is a professional square- 
dance caller who practices 
his art all over the country. 
He must use his voice, mem- 
ory . and enthusiasm to keep 
the intricate patterns of the 
dance untangled 
"You really have to know 
your material before you 
get up and do it." says Mc- 
Lean. "You practice until 
your material becomes se- 
cond nature." 
McLean says that any type 
of speaker can make his 
audience feel excitement by 
changing the volume, tone, 
or tempo of his voice. He 
uses this technique to get 
and keep his dancers' at- 
tention when the dance pat- 
terns become more complex 
"You put excitement and 
enthusiasm in your voice so 
the dancers can actually 
feel it." McLean says. 
Hold That Accent 
Ever felt hindered by 
Brooklynese tones—or har- 
assed for your drawl and 
y'all? For a couple of thou- 
sand dollars. Dr Morton 
Cooper, a West Los Angeles 
speech pathologist, can ex- 
terminate your accent He 
thinks accents are charm- 
ing, however, and recom- 
mends therapy only when 
an accent seriously affects 
a person's life The trauma 
of losing your accent and 
the resultant loss of identity 
could even make you lose 
your voice in extreme cases 
Cooper says that many 
accent problems come from 
using the voice incorrectly 
People are not using their 
natural voices, nor are they 
enunciating or breathing 
properly, he says. 
Most of Cooper's patients 
are New Yorkers who end 
up sounding like Californi- 
ans. who "sound like they 
came from nowhere." Coop 
er says. He adds that farm- 
ers and Orientals are more 
immune to accent problems 
because they are not as like- 
ly to be concerned about 
what their voices sound like 
He's There 
For the Asking 
Charles J Stewart tests 
his students at Purdue Uni- 
versity by letting them ask 
him the questions Stewart, 
co-author of Interviewing: 
Principles and Practices 
(William C Brown Co. 1978. 
$8,951. teaches an interview 
ing course primarily for 
those who may need to use 
interviewing techniques on 
the job and in their daily 
lives 
The employer interview 
is stressed because most of 
the students hope lo be em- 
ployers, Stewart says Com- 
puter science majors want 
to be technical managers, 
and restaurant or retailing 
majors want to know how to 
hire the best staff This skill 
is also valuable to the stu- 
dent who wants to know 
what an employer looks for 
in an applicant 
The students learn to lis- 
ten closely to implied as 
well as spoken responses 
and to use verbal and non- 
verbal techniques that glean 
information from an inter- 
viewee For example, a 
question like "Can you tell 
me more about this?" is 
good for gaining background, 
while a question that asks 
"who" or "what' may draw 
out more details (For more 




In order to relax before 
going in front of an audi- 
ence, speech expert Robert 
Ambler recommends phys- 
ical activity to burn off ex- 
cess nervous energy Breath- 
ing deeply and slowly also 
helps to calm you Body 
tension can be relieved by 
bending at the hips and 
dangling your head and arms 
like a rag doll Roll your 
head around a few times 
and moveyourshouldersup 
and down to get rid of kinks 
in your neck and back. 
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i lighly efficient new 
power teams, the use 
of special weight- 
efficient steel, refined _ 
aerodynamics and other new and better ideas 
contribute to Escort's fuel efficiency. 
Applicable only to sedans without power steering or air conditioning For 
comparison "tour mileage may differ depending on speed, distance, weather 
Actual hwy mileage and Calrl ratings lower Excludes diesels 







head (CVH) engine focuses the incoming com- 
bustion charge for power efficiency. Result: high 
mileage plus power for freeway driving. 
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Escort makes use of weight-efficient 
special steel—high-strength steel. This 
steel, along with other strong weight- 
efficient materials, helps Escort achieve 







The sure-footed Escort comes with 
front-wheel drive for traction on snow 
and wet roads ... the smooth road- 
gripping of four-wheel fully independent 
suspension... the precision of rack and 
pinion steering ... stabilizer bar... new 
all-season steel-belted radials for mud, 
snow and wet roads... and other road- 
control features. 
From its front design to the slope of its 
hatchback, Escort's lines have been 
meticulously shaped to reduce air drag. 
Escort is actually as aerodynamic as 
some sports cars... which stretches gas 
mileage at freeway speeds. 
Escort's interior is so roomy it is offi- 
cially classified as a compact car. 
DRIVE A WORLD CAR. 
See your Ford Dealer now to order your 
Escort ... 3-Door Hatchback, 4-Door 
Liftgate or even a Squire Wagon 
option—ten choices in all. 





\bu Must Remember This... 
LOOK. 
Up in your head! 
Faster than a speeding 
bullet. More mysterious than 
a KGB agent. Able to im- 
prove like a weak forehand 
in tennis. It files, retrieves, 
and more. It's your memo- 
ry, a tool you take for 
granted and one that still 
baffles scientists 
One theory most neuro- 
scientists and psychologists 
accept is the concept of 
short- and long-term mem- 
ory. Short-term refers to 
data retained for immediate 
use (such as an unfamiliar 
phone number, dialed once 
and promptly forgotten); the 
ability to recall your Social - 
Security number without 
hesitation involves the use 
of long-term memory. 
Although the mystery of 
memory has yet to be un- 
raveled fully, one fact is 
certain: Our information- 
retrieval systems can un- 
doubtedly be improved with 
practice. Most attempts to 
maximize memory focus on 
association—the ability to 
link a newly learned fact to 
a tidbit already learned and 
stored in the mind. For ex- 
ample, you remember where 
you left your keys by re- 
calling what you did when 
you walked through the door 
the previous evening. In 
other words, you give your 
brain a cue that triggers the 
memory connection 
Those 
Days Are Gone 
It would be nice if total 
recall could pull you through 
that next exam, but your 
days of photographic mem- 
ory are probably behind 
you. Researchers estimate 
that nearly a fourth of all 
children under the age of 10 
possess this ability to look 
at something such as a 
printed page and then read 
it back as if looking at a 
photo of it. Unfortunately, 
photographic recall tends 
to disappear by the end of 
adolescence. As a kid it 
probably didn't perform any 
particular function, nor did 
it enhance your memory; 
so, like an unused muscle, 
the technique went to flab. 




Jogging may actually 
sharpen your mind while it 
improves your body. 
According to John Caci- 
oppe of Notre Dame College 
in Ohio, people think more 
efficiently after their heart 
rates have been accelerated 
through exercise This means 
that running or participat- 
ing in other vigorous sports 
can heighten your mental 
output. 
Cacioppe's studies indicate 
that a slight increase in the 
heart rate corresponds with 
improved performance on 
multiple-choice tests. It also 
enhances the ability to or- 
ganize thoughts and arrange 




Why is it you can remem- 
ber all the words to a song 
you learned in high school... 
but can't remember the 
chem lecture you heard 
yesterday? It happens be- 
cause visual capacity—the 
ability to retain pictures and 
patterns (including musical 
and rhyming patterns)— is 
far more efficient than ver- 
bal memory capacity—the 
ability to recall words. Ac- 
cording to memory trainer 
Robert L Montgomery. 85 
percent of everything we 
comprehend and remember 
is learned through the eyes. 
11 percent is obtained through 
the ears, while only 3 or 4 
percent of what we remem- 
ber comes from taste, touch, 
or smell. If your chem prof 
were to put his lecture to 
music, deliver it in rhyme, 
or have you visualize for- 
mulas as pictures, chances 
are you'd be a lot further 
along today in chemistry. 
And 
If You Can't 
Remember 
What You Had 
For Lunch... 
Here's one more reason 
to eat right: recent experi- 
ments by Dr Richard J 
Wurtman, professor of neu- 
ro-endocrine regulation at 
the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, indicate that 
choline, a food substance 
found in egg yolks, meat, 
and fish, has a strong im- 
pact on the brain's ability to 
produce an important neu- 
rochemical called acetyl- 
choline, which improves the 
memory. 
Whats the Game of the Name? 
Almost everyone can spot 
a familiar face, although 
we're often a little hard- 
pressed to match a name 
with it. Harry Lorayne. 
memory expert of talk-show 
fame and co-author of The 
Memory Book (Stein & Day. 
1974, $7 95), says that "for- 
getting'' names is simply 
not getting them; it means 
not really hearing them in 
the first place. 
His particular system for 
remembering people involves 
three steps: catching the 
name, studying the face, 
then combining these two in 
such a ridiculous fashion 
that you're bound never to 
forget them. 
You're at a party. You 
meet Ms. Doxsee. Once that 
name is registered in your 
mind, it's easy enough to 
envision it as Ms. Dock-Sea. 
Next, take this name sub- 
stitute and concentrate on 
Ms. Doxsee's face. Decide 
which of her facial features 
is most outstanding—pug 
nose, narrow forehead, buck 
teeth, dimples, anything 
that will remind you of her. 
First impressions are usu- 
ally the longest-lasting. 
You determine that her 
most outstanding facial fea- 
ture is the glasses she wears. 
INSIDER 
Superlearning: 
Relax and Go 
For Baroque 
Superlearning is a holistic 
system based on research 
into the functions of the right 
and left sides of the brain. 
This theory states that if the 
left half of the brain (con- 
trolling logical, rational, 
analytical thinking) and the 
right half of the brain (re- 
sponsible for such things as 
intuition, creativity, imagi- 
nation) were to perform in 
harmony with the body then 
a person would be capable 
of increased performance. 
A relaxed state and syn- 
chronized rhythm are the 
basic factors in superlearn- 
ing. According to this theory, 
if the body is relaxed—heart- 
beat lowered from 70 to 80 
beats a minute to somewhere 
closer to 60 beats a minute- 
then it would be possible to 
whiz away at math or lan- 
guages effortlessly and with- 
out stress. 
To induce such a relaxed 
state and to keep the mind 
alert and able to concentrate 
requires music with a very 
specific rhythm, capable of 
providing a "sonic massage" 
that eliminates the stress of 
intensive mental work. So 
far. studies have centered 
around slow movements (60 
beats a minute) in 4/4 time 
from Baroque concertos. 
Rhythmic breathing is also 
central to superlearning. 
To learn more, check out 
Superlearning by Sheila Os- 
trander and Lynn Schroeder 
with Nancy Ostrander (Del- 
acorte Press and Confucian 
Press. 1979. $9.95). 
Look at those glasses and 
picture her standing on a 
dock seeing through them; 
or perhaps imagine her 
standing on a dock gazing 
through her glasses out to 
sea. whatever the associa- 
tion, you must force your- 
self to visualize it in your 
mind. That way, the next 
time you encounter Ms. 
Doxsee, her face will tell 
you her name. 
Play it again, Sam... 
Play that song, Sam, ya 
know? Uh, what was it 
Sam? Play it, Sam. Itou 





How you perform on an 
exam may depend on where 
you're tested. According to 
psychologist Steven Smith 
of Texas A&M University, 
students can recall materi- 
al more easily if they are 
tested in the room in which 
it was originally learned or 
if they visualize that room 
before taking the exam. 
After assembling five 
groups of 10 students each 
in a basement lounge, Smith 
read aloud a list of 90 one- 
syllable words and asked 
students to remember as 
many as possible. The fol- 
lowing day students returned 
for a recall exam. One group 
was re tested in the lounge, 
and the other four took the 
exam in unfamiliar fifth- 
floor surroundings. The first 
of the four upstairs groups 
received no special instruc- 
tions, while another was told 
to visualize a room at home 
for three minutes prior to 
the exam. A third group 
was told to think about the 
lounge for three minutes, 
and the last group received 
similar instructions and was 
shown slides of the lounge 
as well. 
Results indicated that stu- 
dents told to visualize the 
lounge or shown slides of it 
did as well, if not better, 
than those retested in the 
lounge, while students giv- 
en no particular instructions 
or told to imagine a room at 
home did considerably worse. 
Although Smith's findings 
remain tentative, they sug- 
gest that environment serves 
as a memory cue. If we're 
able to remember the en- 
vironment, we'll be able to 
"trigger off" what we've 
learned there. 
Environmental cues seem 
to affect memory most strong- 
ly on essay exams, which 
require the retrieval of in- 
formation; the technique is 
virtually useless in multiple- 
choice or true-false exams, 
which require recognition, 




The Route of 
The Problem 
Next time opportunity pre- 
sents you with the chance to 
speak without notes, take 
this hint from the ancient 
Greek poet Simonedes While 
attending a banquet one after- 
noon with a large number of 
guests, he was temporarily 
called away During his ab- 
sence a natural disaster oc- 
curred, crushing all the cel- 
ebrants beneath rock and 
rubble Their relatives were 
grieved when, after the re- 
moval of the wreckage, it 
was impossible to tell who 
was who. Simonedes solved 
the identity crises simply 
by remembering where each 
guest had sat around the 
banquet table. He was so 
impressed with his memory 
that he founded the art of 
mnemonic (ne-morfic) tech- 
niques; his specific technique 
is known as the method of 
loci (places). 
Simonedes' technique is a 
breeze to use. Just plot a 
route in your mind, and then 
arrange each idea in your 
speech along this route in 
the order you plan on pre- 
senting it. Suppose, for ex- 
ample, your speech is to be 
on some aspect of modern 
communication. Picture 
yourself walking to school. 
On the way you pass a drug- 
store and a park Outside 
the drugstore stands a tele- 
phone booth, reminding you 
that the first point in your 
speech concerns high phone 
rates As you pass the park 
you notice (in your mind's 
eye) a newspaper blown 
against a tree, which brings 
up the news media's role in 
the increasing price of phone 
service. Finally you visual- 
ize a bee sitting on one leaf 
of the tree This calls to 
mind the conclusion—your 
belief (bee-leaf—puns are 
often used in mnemonics to 
facilitate abstract ideas) 
that something must be 
done about the high tele- 
phone rates. 
With this method, you can 
remember as many as 60 or 
70 ideas—if you don't mind 
a littered landscape, that is. 







Hit by a case of writer's 
block not even caffeine can 
cure. Quit cursing your cre- 
ative inabilities (even Kafka 
had his bad days) and blame 
it on your biorhythms instead. 
The theory of biorhythms 
is a mathematically based 
(and still hotly debated) 
concept that links our inner 
physical, emotional, and in- 
tellectual pulses to our daily 
highs and lows The physical 
cycle—the shortest, lasting 
23 days—correlates well- 
being and fatigue, while the 
28-day emotional cycle in- 
fluences our moods, sensi- 
tivity, and—most important 
to writers—creativity The 
33-day intellectual cycle cor- 
responds to mental acuity, 
memory, and decision-mak- 
ing Graphing these three 
pulses on a monthly chart 
brings to light the ups and 
downs in each area and may 
enable a writer to under- 
stand better why last week 
he wrote like Faulkner (all 
inner pulses high). and to- 
day he can't get a word out 
on paper (all inner pulses 
low). To learn how to chart 
your own biorhythms. check 
out George S. Thommen's 
book. Is This Your Day? 
(Crown Publishers. New York. 
NY.. 1973. $2 25). 
All Through the Night 
Naturally, you should start 
term papers early and allow 
plenty of time for research 
and revision. But let's talk 
about reality. 
There are ways to make 
the inevitable all-night, last- 
minute term paper less pain- 
ful. Some well-tested tips: 
• When you are research- 
ing, use a red pen for impor- 
tant notes or direct quotes 
and a blue pen for back 
ground material. 
• Also, note cards contain- 
ing quotes or major points 
can be pasted into the rough 
draft to eliminate rewriting 
them As a quick organizing 
tactic, number your note 
cards to match the num- 
bered topics on your mil line 
• Take breaks to reward 
yourself for completing por- 
tions of the paper. You could 
try standing on your head 
every hour or so—it makes 
the blood rush to your brain 
and wakes you up. 
• Finally, read the paper 
backward; this makes it eas- 
ier to detect spelling errors 
and typos 
FSSAySMADEEASV 
The How To Go to College 
Book by Michael J Gross 
(Passage Publishing Com- 
pany. Seattle. 1978. $4.50) 
offers useful suggestions for 
coping with a blue book 
The guiding principle in tak- 
ing an essay test. saysGross. 
is to note how much credit 
the prof has assigned to each 
question. This gives you 
some idea of the depth and 
length required for your an- 
swer. 
The next step is to plan 
your answer quickly and ef- 
ficiently. On a scratch pad 
or on the back page of your 
blue book, jot down the im- 
portant points you want to 
make and quickly number 
them in logical order so that 
each point smoothly follows 
the one before it. 
Finally, neatness DOES 
count. Bring at least two 
pens in good working order, 
and block print if your hand- 
writing is less than accept- 
able. 
l^a(kfflat^c^*WtyiHwMiw&- 
Writing letters can help 
you develop your creativity 
and overcome writer's block, 
says Professor Robert Pack, 
director of the Bread Loaf 
Writer's Conference, held 
each summer at Middlebury 
College in Vermont 
Good personal letters are 
honest, detailed, humorous, 
and reveal the human es- 
sence of the writer, says 
Pack. Though letter writers 
ramble, they tend to follow 
a style that is pleasant to 
read 
The relaxed form that let- 
ter writing usually follows 
allows the writer to pursue 
a single thought; this im- 
proves his writing by help- 
ing him master the tech- 
nique of using narration, 
people, and scenes to tell a 
story in simple language. 
Pack says 
"Letters are an excellent 
exercise in expression." he 
adds, "because the writer 
always thinks of the reader. 
That is the No. I rule of 
writing." 
Repnnted by peimusion ot Jetteison Communications Inc . Anton. VUgnu 
Resumes With Relish 
Even if your last three 
jobs were in the fast-food 
industry, you can look good 
on a resume. The key to 
writing an effective resume, 
say career experts, is to 
keep it brief and make it 
beautiful. A resume should 
be crisp, attractive, and 
totally error-free. The idea 
is to give the prospective 
employer a clear, appeal- 
ing picture of who you are. 
what you've done, and what 
you have to offer as an em- 
ployee. There's no one "right" 
way to do it. But this basic 
formula seems to work best 
for those who are high on 
aspirations and low on job 
experience: 
At the top of the page, list 
your name, address, phone 
number, and a message num- 
ber if necessary. Several 
lines below that, under the 
heading "Experience." list 
previous work experience, 
starting with your most re- 
cent job and working back- 
ward. Use action verbs to 
describe your responsibili- 
ties for each job and empha- 
size tasks in which you man- 
aged or organized something 
(For instance: Fall 1980- 
present: counter clerk. Rex- 
all Drugs. St Louis. Handled 
cash register, filled in for 
night manager, improved 
inventory system.) 
Next, list extracurricular 
activities and awards under 
the heading "Activities." 
Below that, under the head- 
ing "Education." list your 
expected date of graduation, 
major, minor (if it's rele- 
vant) . grade average (if it's 
good), and school. Skip sev- 
eral lines and type in "Ref- 
erences available on request" 
More hints: leave a lot of 
white space between entries, 
underline each heading, use 
a fresh typewriter ribbon, 
and have a friend proofread 
your work. 




Someday soon those long 
nights at the typewriter may 
give way to short stints at 
the computer The new gen- 
eration of home computers 
can actually help you write 
term papers Words and 
paragraphs can be arranged 
and rearranged on a video 
screen, while a touch of the 
keys can bring forth fre- 
quently used words. Push a 
button and the computer 
prints your paper, including 
correct footnotes, margins, 
and bibliography That'll 
leave plenty of time for re- 
search, right? Right. 
Insider's Guide to 
Punctuation 
Poor punctuation can clog 
up the most profound prose. 
Some key points to remem- 
ber: 
Semicolons allow you to 
join two. three, or even more 
related sentences to form a 
single complex thought. If 
you can replace your semi- 
colon with a period, your 
construction is okay, but if 
you can't, use a comma 
instead. 
Commas separate sentence 
elements that might other- 
wise be confused or misun- 
derstood. They are also used 
to indicate slight pauses, 
but it should be emphasized 
that commas are most ef- 
fective when they're used 
sparingly. Properly used 
commas provide clarity; im- 
properly used commas cre- 
ate clutter. 
Parentheses let you in- 
ject a piece of incidental 
information that you don't 
want to emphasize strongly 
Use parentheses sparingly 
because they quickly be- 
come an eyesore, and no 
reader wants to feel that 
he's being whispered to Al- 
so, keep your insertions 
brief. 
Quotation marks are to be 
used very sparingly. Use 
them to set off words or 
phrases when quoting direct- 
ly from a source or when 
referring to ideas in a spe- 
cial sense—for example, in 
a humorous or technical 
way. When you simply want 
to place additional empha- 
sis on something, or when a 
number of words are being 
cited, underline the words 
instead. 
Games To Learn 
Words By 
1. Scrabble. Start with sev- 
en letter tiles. After each 
play, pick up enough letters 
to have seven again. The 
limited selection of con- 
sonants and vowels will force 
you to make friends with 
the dictionary 
2. Ghost. Ghost is a form 
of verbal Scrabble; no equip- 
ment is needed. The first 
player says a letter, the 
next adds another letter to 
it. and so on. The purpose is 
to figure out a word in ad- 
vance with four letters or 
more, trying not to com- 
plete spelling of the word 
The first to spell a complete 
word  is "dead." Caught 
"dead" three times in a row 
and you're out of the game 
3. Hangman.  Play this 
with one other person Think 
up a word and place on 
paper as many dashes as 
the word has letters. Your 
opponent guesses a letter If 
the hidden word contains 
that letter, place it in the 
appropriate dash If not. be 
gin to construct the gallows 
He gets 15 guesses 
4. Spelling Bee. This grade 
school favorite is a good 
way to pick up new words 
and implant them in your 
brain. Two teams line up on 
opposite sides. An umpire 
calls out the word, and the 
first player spells it If he's 
wrong, he sits down; if some- 
one on the opposite team 
challenges the spelling and 
is incorrect, he sits down. 
Last one standing wins 
Iowa's Workshop: 
Nurturing New Talent 
The University of Iowa's 
Writer's Workshop exposes 
promising new novelists and 
poets to the collective savvy 
of successful authors, many 
of whom have been Work- 
shop students themselves. 
Big-name writers who have 
taught semester classes or 
intensive three-day "visit- 
ing" sessions include Nel- 
son Algren. Philip Roth, 
Galway Kinnell, and John 
Cheever; alumni of the pro- 
gram include such favorites 
as Flannery O'Connor and 
John Irving. Instructors in- 
sist that writing can't really 
be taught—but talent can be 
developed. For more infor- 
mation on the Writer's Work- 
shop, write the Graduate 
Program in Creative Writ- 
ing, 436 EPB. University of 
Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa 52242 
The Cover Letter Pitch: Fast and Inside 
Most employers read doz-     of the secretaries.) 
ens—sometimes hundreds 
of resumes each year. So 
even if your resume is splen- 
did, you still need a well- 
crafted cover letter to draw 
attention to your skills and 
make an employer want to 
read more. 
Each cover letter should 
be brief, individually typed, 
and addressed to a particu- 
lar person in the organiza- 
tion who might have the 
power to hire you. (This is 
usually a department head. If 
you don't know the name, 
call and discreetly ask one 
The opening line should 
explain who you are and 
suggest that you know some- 
thing about the organization's 
needs. Follow this up by 
explaining how you can help 
meet these needs, then high- 
light relevant experience and 
skills that appear on your 
resume. Let 
In your closing paragraph, 
indicate when you will be 
free to start work, as well as 
where and when you can be 
reached for an interview. 
Close with a line such as "I 
look forward to hearing from 
you." 
the employer \ 
know what 
kind of job 
you're after, 
too. 




If that dripping faucet is 
driving you to drink and the 
landlord hasn't surfaced 
lately, don't despair Com- 
mit your rage to paper with 
a pitch designed to get re- 
sults According to Lassor 
Blumenthal. author of The 
Art of Letter Writing (Gros 
set & Dunlap. 1976. $2 50). 
your best strategy is to show 
the lagging landlord that 
solving your problem would 
be to his advantage. 
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For a consumer problem, 
your letter should be brief 
and to the point, but it should 
also supply as much rele- 
vant information as possi- 
ble 
°««r Sir., 
•ton*,     i ._ .?.. • •ncloo.d 
l01" In -.nt.rvlli. 
•uiooraly. 
The key is to give full 
information but to be polite. 
Don't threaten the company 
or landlord if you want a 
response. It's also best to 
call the company or rental 
office to get the name of a 
specific person to whom 
you can write 
art* slneo'*1'* 
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SECTION FOUR: WRITE IT RIGHT 
Great Books for Writers 
1 Modern Technical Writ 
ing offers a comprehensive 
guide to preparing reports, 
proposals, business corre 
spondence. and technical 
charts (By Theodore A 
Sherman and Simon S John 
son. Prentice-Hall. 1975. 
$13.95.) 
2 On Writing Well: An 
Informal Guide to Writing 
Nonfiction takes aim at clut- 
ter, jargon, and disorgan- 
ized prose The book covers 
techniques for writing inter- 
views, criticism, humor, and 
more (By William Zinssner. 
Harper & Row. Second Re- 
vised Edition. 1980. $8 95 I 
3. For examples of study 
questions and writing assign- 
ments, try The Unity of Eng- 
lish: Five Basic Focal Points, 
which gets to the root of 
many basic writing prob- 
lems. Also included is a glos- 
sary of literary terms (Ed- 
ited by Carroll D. Laverty. 
Harrison Hierth. and Harry 
Knoiter. Harper & Row. 
1971. $8.95.) 
4 The Elements of Style 
is probably prescribed on 
college campuses more fre- 
quently lhan aspirin. If you 
don't have it. get it It's still 
the best (By William Slrunk 
,Jr and E B White. Mac- 
mill,in Third Edition. 1978. 
$1.95) 
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They'll Get You 
Every Time 
Most writers will agree 
that it's not complex words 
but rather the short, tricky 
terms that trip them up time 
after time In his book Writ- 
ing With Style: Conversa- 
tions on the Art of Writing 
(Prentice-Hall. 1975. $4.95) 
University of Texas profes- 
sor John R. Trimble lists 
some frequently misused 
words: 
Between/among. When speak- 
ing of just two people or 
things,  use between:   for 
three or more, use among 
Irregardless  You actually 
mean regardless. Irregard- 
less deserves to be a non- 
word, according to Trimble, 
because the suffix -less makes 
the prefix ir- redundant. 
Its/it's  It's is the contrac 
tion of it is. whereas its is 
the possessive form of it 
Disinterested/uninterested 
If you are disinterested, you 
are unbiased or impartial. 
If you are uninterested, you 
are not interested. 
Whether Use it alone. Don't 
tack on the redundant term 
or not as in the sentence 
"He doesn't know whether 
to go or not." The or not is 
necessary only when you 
mean to convey the idea of 
"regardless of whether." 
7 Writers on Writing 
Next time you' re chipping 
off the old Milter's block, 
ponder these words from 
the pros. Your mother was 
right—nothing comes easy 
but debt and dirty laundry. 
John Kenneth Galbraith 
Those who are deeply in- 
spired should write when 
they have moments of in- 
spiration. The rest of us 
must start every morning 
at 9 a.m. and write until we 
Set tired, 
weph Heller I spent two 
or three hours a night on 
Caleb H for eight years. I 
gave up once and started 
watching television with my 
wife. Television drove me 
back to Catch 22 I couldn't 
imagine what Americans did 
at night when they weren't 
writing novels. 
Frank Herbert: I don't wor- 
ry about inspiration or any- 
thing like that. It's a matter 
of just sitting down and 
working. 
James Michener: I type 
everything with two fingers, 
and the second draft is pretty 
difficult for me. About the 
best I can do is 2,000, maybe 
3.000 words a day. If it's a 
200,000-word book, I take 
about 100 days, three months, 
four months. 
Irving Stone: The time is 
now for any young writer to 
begin—eight o'clock tomor- 
row morning, and never, 
never stop until they bury 
you. 
John Updike: I write every 
weekday morning...For ev- 
ery novel, however, that I 
have published, there has 
been one unfinished or 
scrapped. 
Knrt Vannegut: I am work- 
ing seven days a week. Some 
days I hit. Other days I only 
waste time. Most days are 
like that, just throwing stuff 
away. 
Below are 20 of the most 
frequently misspelled words— 
and 20 ways that people most 
frequently misspell them. 
Circle the correct spelling 
for each word: the answers 
are printed upside down at 
the bottom of this page. 
If you get less than 10 of 
the words right, spend the 
weekend with Webster's. If 
you score a perfect 20. you* re 
either destined for great 
things or you know how to 
read,upside down. 
I. 









































































































Art of Meeting 
Management 
Someone once said that a 
committee is a creature with 
many mouths and no brain. 
A group leader's biggest task 
is to channel the energies of 
strong, outspoken group 
members, says Kevin Daley, 
president of the New York- 
based speech and communi- 
cations firm. Communispond 
According to Daley, dom- 
inant people have the hard- 
est time working in groups 
"Many times they'll over- 
ride group decisions and 
cause conflicts," he notes. 
He believes that the group 
leader can forestall such 
conflicts by writing down 
the comments and contri- 
butions of each individual, 
thus "immortalizing" their 
ideas. 
To get uninterested or 
timid group members in- 
volved. Daley suggests giv- 
ing each person a specific 
assignment to have ready 
for the meeting. "This way 
they'll feel like part of the 
group and be ready to con- 
tribute," he says. If anyone 
comes unprepared, he adds, 
the meeting should be ad- 
journed immediately in or- 
der to give everyone time to 
complete the assignments. 
This allows the offender to 
save face and also puts tre- 
mendous pressure on him to 




There always seems to be 
one person in every group 
whose authority over others 
is established within min- 
utes. It could be that he has 
natural leadership qualities, 
or it could be that he's prac- 
ticing subtle techniques of 
nonverbal communication. 
Height dominance is one 
way to assume control of a 
meeting, according to Ken 
Cooper, author of Nonverbal 
Communication for Busi- 
ness Success (American 
Management Association. 
1979. $12.95). A person who 
sits in a higher chair or 
perches on a desktop will 
appear to have more au- 
thority Standing with hands 
on the hips or behind the 
back is another self-assured 
gesture that establishes dom- 
inance. When sitting, try 
leaning back in your chair- 
it's a sign of superiority and 
forces others to lean toward 
you. 
Possibly more important 
than establishing dominance 
is detecting when someone 
is try ing to control you Some 
fairly reliable signs can 
come from the other per- 
son's facial expressions, says 
Gerard I. Nierenberg, co- 
author of How To Read a 
Person Like a Book (Cor- 
nerstone. 1972. $2.95). As a 
person grows in confidence, 
he'll start to blink less. He'll 
also have more frequent eye 
contact and will tend to avoid 
gestures like covering the 
mouth or scratching the nose 
and head. 
The hands can also serve 
as a not-so-subtle sign of 
supposed superiority, ac- 
cording to Nierenberg. When 
someone joins his fingertips 
to make what looks like a 
church steeple, he is some- 
times telling the listener 
that he feels very smug 
about his position. However, 
an experienced user of non- 
verbal techniques will some- 
times use the steepling tech- 
nique as a defense when- 
ever he feels caught in a 
weak bargaining position. 
Outward Bound Hud»nt& http itch oihf ovr a lO-lool wll Lunch to 
on IK* Otri»r §td». 
It's You and Me Against the Woods 
Lessons in group cooper-     overpacked Avon raft and 
ation are learned early at 
Outward Bound schools, for 
cooperation is a must for sur- 
vival in the wilderness. 
Through trial and error and 
many frustrated attempts, 
students learn to share in- 
formation and teach each 
other practical skills. Pic- 
ture these common scenes: 
• The only obstacle separat- 
ing nine very hungry Out- 
ward Bound students from 
their lunches is a 10-foot 
wall. If they can help one 
another over the wall, they'll 
gain much more than full 
stomachs. 
• One false move on that 
the entire crew will be 
dumped into Maine's icy 
lfcCongus Bay. Yet the task 
before them is to switch 
positions in the raft by step- 
ping over a rope tied between 
two docks. And capsizing is 
out of the question. 
• The crew must remain 
silent and anchor the boat in 
less than 15 minutes. Forty- 
five minutes later, one mem- 
ber still struggles to com- 
plete the task while every- 
one else patiently looks on. 
For more information, 
write Outward Bound. Na- 
tional Office. 384 Field Point 
Rd.. Greenwich, Conn 06830 
Elevator Etiquette 
The close, windowless quar- 
ters of an elevator create 
instant groups that are gov- 
erned by tacitly accepted 
rules of behavior, says Phoe- 
nix psychologist Layne Long- 
fellow, who has compiled a 
list of common elevator 
customs. 
If you could read the hand- 
writing on the elevator wall, 
according to Longfellow, it 
might look something like 
this: 
• Face forward 
• Fold hands in front. 
• Don't make eye contact. 
• Watch the numbers 
• Don't talk to anyone you 
don't know. 
• Stop talking with anyone 
you do know when anyone 
you don't know enters the 
elevator. 
• Avoid brushing bodies 
Th»   instmt group loimtd by  tttvttoi occupants  subscribes to 
unwnllan but mlluentml rutts ol privacy 
Sleek. Surefooted. Aerodynamic Thatls Mustang. A thoroughbred with 
the high gas mileage you might not expect from a high-spirited car. Choose 
from a wide range of standard features Hke rack and pinion steering 
and modfled MacPherson front suspension to an Impressive 1st of options— 
Mtoheln TOX racial tires, forged aluminum wheels. ..evenaT-Rooftothesky. 
Ford Mustang. Experience why Its America* most popular sports car. 






One On One 
CLOSE     ENCOUNTERS 
OK THK FIRST KIND 
I've got an offer 
you can't re- 
fuse." Barbara, 
who had been stand- 
ing alone at the dorm 
party, rolls her eyes 
and wonders why she 
always seems to at- 
tract the jerks. But 
Joe, who said the 
line sincerely enough, 
thinks he has really 
impressed his new- 
found female com- 
panion. 
At this point, it's going to 
take a real effort on Joe's 
part to convince her that 
he's a nice guy. It's all a 
matter of first impressions, 
and researcher Chris Kleinke 
thinks they can mean a lot 
more than people think. 
" When a ma n meets a wom- 
an at a fraternity party or 
some social setting he really 
underestimates the negative 
impact he can make with a 
line like that." says Kleinke. 
author of First Impressions: 
The Psychology of Encoun- 
tering Others (Prentice-Hall, 
1975, $2.95). A line that would 
have worked a little better, 
Kleinke says, is one that 
incorporates a little mod- 
esty, like "I'm a little em- 
barrassed about coming up 
to you. but I've really been 
wanting to talk to you." 
When meeting new people 
in a dorm or classroom sit- 
uation, be careful not to be 
too open, advises Kleinke 
Saying a little about yourself 
denotes interest in the other 
person, but going overboard 
can be a real tumoff. 
First impressions carry 
even bigger stakes in a job- 
interview setting. Kleinke's 
research has shown that 
while expected signals such 
as eye contact, clothing, and 
a firm handshake can make 
a positive statement, sub- 
tleties like excessive use of 
familiarity can have a nega- 
tive impact. Using the first 
name of an interviewer may 
be seen as being too intimate 
too fast, says Kleinke. The 
best idea is to act a little 
humble before an interview- 
er, letting him take the lib- 
erty of using first names or 
lighting up a cigarette with- 
out assuming that such privi- 
leges also extend to you. 
And You Thought YOU Had Problems 
Before you walk in to a 
job interview, consider how 
the other half thinks. Robert 
Genua. author of The Em- 
ployer's Guide to Interview 
ing (Prentice-Hall, 1979. 
$5 95), gives employers these 
hints for evaluating an ap- 
plicant: 
"Always watch for 'knock- 
out' items on employment 
applications that should auto- 
matically eliminate a can- 
didate. These include lack 
of experience, job-related 
health problems, unavaila- 
bility to start work within a 
reasonable amount of time, 
unrealistic salary expecta- 
tions. 
"Explore apparent incon- 
sistencies that occur between 
prior information and that 
obtained in the current inter- 
view. If one thing is written 
on the application and then 
something else is told to you 
during the interview, you 
should find out the reason 
why. 
"Watch for signs that the 
applicant may be overly 
tense. Does he or she fidget 
and squirm, tap fingers, 
swing feet, blush easily. 
frown a lot, squint, or in 
general show outward signs 
of excessive inner agitation'' 
"Note how well an appli- 
cant can explain something 
For example, if the appli- 
cant mentions something 
you know nothing about, ask 
him or her to tell you about 
it. Be genuinely interested 
and watch whether words 
are used well in explaining 
clearly and precisely what 
he or she is talking about." 
ADVICE OX ADVISERS 
A little advance prepara- 
tion can spell the difference 
between a productive or dis- 
couraging session with your 
academic adviser. 
Plan your questions be- 
forehand and check for the 
answers in the school bul- 
letin, suggests Marjorie 
Ewing Aghassi, author of 
Getting Good Grades: How 
To Succeed In College (Pren- 
tice-Hall. 1980. $3 95). This 
saves time and relieves ex- 
pectations that the adviser 
will be the fount of all 
knowledge 
You should always be on 
time for the appointment. 
During the busiest advising 
periods, sessions are usually 
scheduled back-to-hack, so 
you should make the most of 
your time and your advis- 
er's time. 
Finally, be sure that the 
adviser is someone with 
whom you have good rap- 
port, Aghassi says. "If you 
feel you can't talk to your 
adviser about the problems 
that affect your academic 
work—and a lot of different 
kinds of problems can—then 
I think you really ought to 
look for another adviser." 
Car? What Car? 
The "Most Creative Ex- 
cuse for Speeding Contest.'' 
held recently by the Georgia 
Fraternal Order of Police, 
revealed some outstanding 
examples of grace under 
pressure. Among the entries: 
• "I know I'm speeding, but 
I'm thinking about buying 
this car and I want to see if 
it holds together before I 
close the deal." 
• A man said he had just 
left the hospital emergency 
room after receiving a shot 
that would knock him out— 
and the emergency-room 
staff advised him to "get 
home very fast." 
• "Officer, I've been drink- 
ing and I figured I would get 
caught quicker if I drove 
slower." 
• From an elderly woman 
"This car is so old and ornery 
it won't listen to anyone I 
have absolutely no control 
over where it goes or what it 
does. Don't blame me be- 
cause it's speeding." 
• "As I approached the 
driver's window, the man 
flipped open his wallet and 
spoke into it saying. Kirk 
to Enterprise. Kirk to En- 
terprise. Beam me out of 
here, fast''' 
Get Mad- 
It's Good For You 
The next time you're mad 
at your parents, let yourself 
get angry—and show it, says 
David Johnson, author of 
Reaching Out (Prentice-Hall. 
1980. $14.95). "Most of us 
have been taught that anger 
shows a lack of love or de- 
notes rejection. That isn't 
true. Most of our relation- 
ships would be stronger if we 
could just argue effectively." 
When arguing with par- 
ents, try focusing on a par- 
ticular subject rather than 
bringing up past grievances. 
Johnson suggests. Also, try 
to paraphrase your parents' 
arguments after each ma- 
jor point to let them know 
you understand their view- 
point "If they say they're 
scared to let you borrow the 
car, then you should say 
after them. Do you mean 
you're concerned I'll be in a 
wreck?'' 
Dating relationships pose 
additional barriers to effec 
tive arguing. "Couples al- 
ways feel that fighting will 
threaten the stability of their 
relationship," says Johnson 
Couples should learn that a 
single issue can be discussed 
without having to focus on 
the entire relationship. 
Don't limit your anger to 
those you know well, cau- 
tions Johnson. "If someone 
borrows your notes from a 
class and then returns them 
way after deadline, you 
should let them know of 
your anger even if you're 
not planning to see him 
again." You're not getting 
angry to reprimand him but 
to avoid holding anger in- 
side yourself, he adds. 
The College-to- 
Career Connection 
Almost all of the business 
manuals on the market to- 
day advise graduates to find 
mentors when landing that 
first big job What many 
people don't realize, how 
ever, is that the cultivation 
of a mentor may best be 
done while still in college, 
according to Dr Adele 
Scheele. author of Skills for 
Success (William Morrow. 
1979. $9.95) 
The successful student, 
says Scheele. realizes that 
the influence of an academic- 
mentor is not limited to 
academia. Hence, a favorite 
English teacher in college 
or the adviser who offers 
guidance on future career 
moves may turn out to be 
the connection that lands 
you a job with a big publish 
ing house. 
Don't limit yourself to ac- 
ademic mentors, however. 
The people you meet during 
internships or summer jobs 
can help you stay up to date 
on what's happening in your 
field and help make your 
entry into the job market 
easier Keep in touch 
HowTo Get On... 
To some people, the act of 
using the telephone to get 
information or to solve a 
problem is a terrifying tan- 
gle of wires and switch- 
boards connected by the void 
of being put on hold, which 
eventually leads to being 
tongue-tied when someone 
finally answers. (Whew!) 
From Ma Bell and other 
experts comes this inside 
line on tackling telephone 
trauma: 
• First, think of thecallasa 
short speech. Ask yourself 
what the most important 
thing is that you want to say 
or know Prepare questions 
before dialing so everything 
in your conversation leads 
to that conclusion Be pre- 
pared to leave a message. 
Take notes during the con- 
versation so you can ask 
any questions that pop into 
your mind and so you can 
remember the information 
you asked for 
• Next, treat the call as a 
face-to-face confrontation 
Leave a good first and last 
impression by being cour- 
teous and pleasant On the 
phone, people have a ten- 
dency to copy the toneof the 
other person, so it helps to 
be friendlv Offer a cheerful, 
wide-awake greeting, iden- 
tify yourself, and try to use 
the other person's name 
Check to see if you have 
called at a good time Listen 
carefully, and don't hold 
another conversation with 
someone else near the phone 
• Avoid breaking your 
thoughts with a string of 
pauses, which may confuse 
the listener Pause only once 
before uttering a sentence 
• More telephone tactics: 
Speak directly into the tele 
phone transmitter, and pro 
nounce your words clearly 
and carefully   Use simple 
language and avoid techni 
cal terms and slang Talk al 
a moderate rate and vol- 
ume, but vary the tone of 
your voice to add emphasis 
and vitality to what you say 
...And How 
To Get Off 
Say you really like Sally 
and usually welcome her 
phone calls, but this one has 
extended over an hour and 
you still haven't thought of 
a graceful way to hang up 
Here are several effective 
and inoffensive ways to end 
a conversation 
"I know you're busy so I'll 
let you go." 
"Let me just say before we 
"hangup..."     \ 
"Listen, I'm going to have 
to let you go." 
"Can I call you back'' I'm 
expecting a call." 
"Just let me make one last 
comment and then I really 
will let you go" 
"I've got to be in a class in 
two minutes. ." 
"Can we continue this con- 
versation sometime later"' 
Maybe lunch 
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FORD ESCORT 55: 
BUILT TO TAKE ON THE WORLD... 
AMD DOING IT. 
i± MUZJJm   f 
WORLDWIDE ENGINEERING 
CREATES A WORLD CAB 
Ford engineers around the world team- 
ed up to create the front-wheel drive 
Ford Escort—buM in America to take 
on the world. 
HIGH MILEAGE THROUGH 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
Escort's aerodynamics, for example, 
match some sports cars. High strength 
steels reduce pounds without sacrific- 
ing solidity. Result: higher gas mileage 
ratings than subcompacts like VW 
Rabbit. Honda Accord. Toyota Corolla 
Hatchback—and. based on ERA 
Volume Index, more room. too. 
30£    44 
' Applies only lo sedans without power steering of 
AC For comparison Mdeage may differ depend- 
ing on speed, distance, weather Actual hwy mile- 
age and CaNI ratings lower Excludes diesels 
POWER-EFFICIENT 
CAM-IN-HEAD CVH ENGINE 
It's a compound valve hemispherical 
head (CVH) cam-in-head powerplant. 
with charge-focusing piston design. 
You get high mileage combined 
with power for freeway cruising. And 
Escort's all new manual transmission 




The sure footed Escort comes with 
front-wheel drive traction, the smooth 
ride and road grip of four-wheel inde- 
pendent suspension, precise rack- 
and-pinion steering, stabilizer bar, all- 
season steel-belted radiate. 
ESCORT SS 
With tuned suspension, blackout 
treatments, dual remote-control mir- 
rors, special instrument group, con- 
sole with graphic display, highback 
reclining front seats. In three-door 
hatchback and four-door liftgate 
See it at your Ford Dealer. 
THE NEW 
WORLD CAR 
FORD ESCORT 
FORD DIVISION 
